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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY EVENING. MAY 10. 1907.

VOL. 21. NO. 111.

JURY FOR

HAY20D

Tho Evening l ltlwn. In Advance, $5 per year.
Delivered l,y Carrier. 60 rrnM per month.

OPENING SCENE IN COURT ROOM AT BOISE YESTERDAY;
H.
ATTORNEY RICHARDSON CHALLENGES A JUROR

TRIAL WILL NOT

CLAIIPIERCE
IS

BE HAD UNTIL NEXT THURSDAY
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ARREST
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ERS CALLED

CHOSEN WHILE FIRST VENIRE

AFFIDAVIT

United Railways Prepare to
Put More Cars In
Operation.

State Files Additional List of Witnesses
Making 185 in

All-So-

May

me

Not Be Called.
MINERS SURPRISED

SOME OF
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DETECTIVE

NAMES ON

Sheriff Hodgin
started nut today to summon a spemen or-- I
one
hundred
venire
of
tiitl
dred yesterday by Judge Wood, of
the district court, when the regular
thrill panel had been exhausted In an
effort to secure a Jury to try Wni. D.
Haywood.
The trial was adjourned late yesterday afternoon until 2 o'clock next
Monday afternoon, when It Is expected the new panel will be In attendance.
The counsel on both sides are confident today that a Jury will bo secured by Thursday or Friday o next
week nt the latest and believe that
the taking of testimony may be begun before the end of next week.
The laws of Idaho require that
twelve talesmen shall be In the Jury
box at all times during the selection
of a trial panel and It was this provision of the statutes, which caused
the halt yesterday after three men
had been passed without a challenge
from either side, although there were
eight others In the box awaiting
crops examination by the attorneys
the defense. Seat No. 4 was vafir
cant and until a Juror qualifies for
t'j it position the examination of oth-e- s
cannot proceed.
All connected with the case were
somewhat surprised yesterday at the
absence of eagerness on the part of
veniremen to avoid Jury service. But
a very small percentage of the twenty-one
men examined yesterday had
expressed or formed opinions suffidisqualify them and others
to
cient
declared that they believed they
could render a fair and impartial
verdict from the evidence as adduced
and allowed by the court.
It is evident that there Is a desire
on the part of both sides to vie with
one another in the expression and
fueling of good will and the sentiment of absolute fair play.
It was said by men active In the
management of the affairs of the federation here today that the rank and
file of the federation were convinced
that there was to be no secret hear-in- ?
or railroading of the accused men
to the scaffold, and that there was
row a disposition by the majority to
let matters be thoroughly thrashed
out in the courts, and everything possible will be done to aid the Imprisoned men In their fight for freedom.
The prisoners seem to have every
confidence as to their future and believe their counsel will be able to
clear them.
A staggering array of witnesses is
promised by both sides In the Haywood case and if all whose names
nre announced are called the duration of the trial cannot even be approximated.
The state has filed a supplemental
list, bringing its number of witnesses
to 165 in all. The defense, It is announced, will call perhaps, fifty witnesses In all, making 215 to be heard
according to the present plans.
It Is considered doubtful, however,
any such number will be placed
tint
offion the stand.
The federation
cers were interested today to discover
the names of several former officials
and members of their organization
included among the prospective witnesses for the state. One of these is
Edward Boyce. formerly president of
the Western Federation of Miners.
Boyce is now a mine owner and lives
in Colorado.
May
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MINERS FLOCK

BELL

San Francisco Police Are Charged
With Sympathizing With
Striking Carmen.
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May lo. The city is filled
in the most part miners,
i iio have come to witness tho trial.
Every hotel is crowded so that the
bills are tilled with cots and private
are t. iking in roomers at ex-

:

r

in

orbitant prices.
Miners fresh from the diggings In
the bills are most picturesque of the
pectators at the trial.
clear-eye- d
strong-armetheir
boots and clothing earth-staine- d
they stand for a type of husky and
industrious American manhood.
Thev have "knocked off" work for
a few days and strolled in to see how
"Id'.l" Haywood is getting along. A
good ni.inv of them
worked with
"Hill" in the mount. 'ins of southern
Idaho and they have pleasant recol-- i
It
' tiohs of that acquaintance.
as much for the tenderness with
v. I:i'h
lie treated his invalid wife as
f !! his gimd fellowship.
They an- not a Howe. t visit him
jaii. so tiny fraternize with the
f dilation nun who have come from
instance from the t'oeur d'Aienes,
M mi. ma and the battlefields of Colo-- i
i. to. The latter have been here some
uiie. and have kept in touch with
wloj.in. nt., in the case. Some are
--

Broad-shouldere-

lin-::-

-

t'.i

!-

1

wime-e- s
at proH'ct i
iiih to assist in the preparation

iv

;nd

of
They are quiet,
men. but they have a keen interest in this climax of the labor struggle of fifteen years.
In groups these meu from a dls- tile
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d
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Kansas City, May 10. The search
was resumed this morning in the
ruins of the university building for
the body of Miss Aurora Wittebert,
tho artist whose life was lost in the
fire of Wednesday that destroyed the
structure, and for other possible victims.
Isiss of Half a Million.
The total loss Is estimated at $250,-00with Insurance of perhaps $150,-00The building, owned by William
A. Hule, of Kansas City, was valued
at $175,000, and is a complete loss.
The loss sustained by Montgomery
Ward & Co. will not exceed $25,000.
The upper floors were occupied
studios and numerous valuable musical instruments and much
valued music were lost in the fire.
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UNCLE
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CO. CASE IN
COUR :t
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LOS ANGELES

Ahyad temple, A. A. O. N.
the Albuquerque and New Mexwhich went to Los Ang.'-le- a
a week ago tomorrow night to
attend the annual conclave of the
Sluiners, took an important part in
the grand electric Jageant of Shrln-er- s
which paraded at the Angel City
Tuesday night.
The local Shriners comprised a
part of the sixtli grand division, of
which Noble Joseph A. titern, of Krl"J,
Pa., was marshal. The other Shriners in that division weie:
l,
Murat patrol band and Murat
of Indianapolis, lud.; Hainasa
temple, of Mississippi; Sesostria and
Tangier temples, of Nebraska; Oasis
temple, of North Carolina; F.I Zagal
temple, of North Dakota.

Li

Judge Pollock Hears Application for Dismissal of
Receiver at Topeka.
Topeka, May 10. The hearing in
application for a discharge of the receiver appointed for the Uncle Sam
Oil company is being heard before
Judge Pollock In the federal court
today, with indications of a continuance tomorrow.

AL WILLIAMS ATTEMPTS
AT

WON

Williams, crazed with drink,
raised "high Jinks" in the bmokin
car of train No. 2 yesterday, while
the train was running at a high rale
of speed between Maxwell City and
Katun. The man tried to hurl himself out of the car window, and In bo
doing knocked out the glass.
WillrAr
iams wa-- s Journeying from Kansas
II FAKING COM PLAINT
Passengers secured
City to Phoenix.
AGAIN.vr PENNSYLVANIA. tlie mad man and handed him over to
c
at
sheriff
Kuton
the
when the train
M
iy 10. The InterNeiv York.
state loiuiiierce commission is at the reached that city. After being placed
federal building today hearing the In the county Jail there Williams atcomplaint of the Enterprise Trans- tempted suicide by cutting his throjt
Al.lKNsi) m, oi
HTOHI . Till: II PPY MOTIIF.lt WD
portation company against the Penn- w ith a piece of glass.
I ATlIIUt.
sylvania railro.nl. involving alleged
unjust disci iminatious on shipments HOIKING AMERICAN
Madrid. U) 10. A Ih lias
Ixirn to
iis'ii icK.rU, of Spain. of
AcmrdiiiiC hi a ilei-rcfrom Ne.v York and PhilaA I IT KALE IV PAULS.
lie will bear
of the s.alii-l- l
H. utlo
delphia.
of lriiii- of Austiirius.
Paris, May 10. The American Art
Tin- birili of the mui tialH lias Iiis-i- i
holding its annual aucIs
association
uwaitcil
Mger
interest
iitli
thniiiglioiit Spain.
tion sale of pictures and statuary,
fnuii the palao- - curly till- - iiinriiin u tlio cir.s t I'lMPI K M l Ki: AW AY
1
that an acCouc lK iiieii t uas iiiiiiiiiient spread like wildlira uml rniuili IIim
IKIW
NI MH sK
contributed by members at tlie Kly-se- e
to tlu great plaiu fritniing mi tlie rn.iul palain'.
Palace hotel today. It Is calcu'
'
'
Ity 10 o'clock Hie high liinctiimai ics of slalo uml capltol. with many
lated that many Americans urn in
aii'basaibirs and iniiilsleri In their coiirt
the city now, and by their purchases
reiulicil die pahuf.
Norfol.i. Neli., May lu. A fall
At iiixiii (his
they will help tlie institution, at the
is.
temperature of 52 degrees
of noliililv and
of Spain mum griMiH-- l
in tlii' rotul iiiii'liiiciiis m'I usiiio for iillicnil ccn nioiiics. Among
was felt in northern Nebraska
kame time getting good value in reUiohh
usM'inhlisil uis I lie Ainetli-aturn for their money. The sale is unminister. Mr. Collier.
nnd South Oukota today. It is
while T der the patronage of the American
Ilie birili of tlio IiuIh iMi'urrtil at 12:45 p. in. The unnoiinoeiiM'iit
freezing this afternoon,
s
4 degrees was reg- 8
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works were on exhibition the day
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St. Louis, May 10. Sheriff G. 8.
Matthews, of Travers county, Texas,
arrived from Austin today to take
charge of H. Clay Pierce, chairman
of the board of directors of the
Waters-Pierce
OH company, who surrendered to arrest Wednesday on
Texas indictment charging him with
having committed perjury in an affidavit made in 1900 concerning the
Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company.
immediately after Pierce a arrest a
write of habeas corpus was secured
from the United States district court
of appeals, on the ground that Pierce
was unlawfully restrained from his
liberty. Hearing on this is set for tomorrow morning.
In a statement given out today
Pierce said that the affidavit, which
he made in Austin, Texas, was unquestionably true. It stated that the
Waters-Pierc- e
oil company, organized under the laws of the state of
Missouri, had not made or entered
into and was not concerned in any
pool or trust agreement, contract or
confederation to fix prices or limit
the quantity of any article of merchandise.

FIKST 8TKAMFI. LEAVES
SEATTLE FOK NOME.
Seattle.
Wash.. May 10. The
steamer Corwln, owned by the L. N.
Gray Steamship company, left this
today for the north mining
Title of Mayor McCIellan Has port
towns. She Is the first vessel to
make the trip this season. Although
the Corwln Is the first boat to leave,
Been Attacked In Name
the season will practically open with
the sailing of the steamships Ohio,
of People.
Victoria, Pleiades and Senator, which
depart on June 1. The Pleiades is
the only steamer that does not carry
passengers, and all available space on
EDITOR-POLITICIAHAS
the other three steamers ha already
WON IN ALL THE COURTS been engaged. Tne Oorwtn has the
distinction of having been the first
vessel into Nome every season for
the last six years. The first vessel
Albany. N. Y.. May 10. The court to
at Nome is always greeted
of appeals today sustained tite right witharrive
great enthusiasm.
of Attorney General Jackson to attack in the name of the people, the WILLIAM Ml'HIMlV HE.
title of Geo. H. McCIellan as mayor of
lilNt.S SENTENCE TODAY'.
New York City, in behalf of William
New York. May 10. William Mur11. Hearst.
phy,
whose conviction on the charge
The Hearst cause has now won In
bribery has been confirmed by the
all the courts, but although
the of
supreme
court, will enter today upon
no
opinion has his
court is unanimous,
sentence of one year in the house
been given.
of correction. Under the rules governing supreme court proceedings,
the papers were not tiled for thirty
"SILENT" SMITH IS BURIED days
after the decision was rendered;
and until they are tiled they u not
become effective. It is not likely
that a rehearing will be granted, and
CIIOIU S OF 100 SINGS AT MIL the
sentence will, accordingly, take
l.IONAIKF. S FFNKKAL IX
full effect.
N

NKW VOKIv.

New York. May 10. Funeral services of the late James H. Smith, the
milliortaire who died In Kioto, Japan,

while on his wedding trip, were held
in
St.
Episcopal
Bartholomew's
church Wednesday. The body was
burled In Woodlawn. The services
were conducted by Rev. I.elghton
Parks, assisted by Hev. Or. Wood. A
surpllced choir of loo voices sang.
Among the relatives and friends
who attended were: Sir George Cooper and Lady Mary Cooper, the duchess of Manchester and her father.
Kugene Zimmerman, Mrs. Anthony J.
Drexel, Miss Anita Stewart.
Mrs.
Smith's daughter; William Khinelan-de- r
Stewart, Jr., her son; E. H. Har- rlman. Mrs. Clarence Mackay, James
A. Burden, Jr., Mrs. Oliver Harriman
and Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish.
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"hicago. May
10.
The Journal
today prints an exclusive story alleging that Charles II. Mover, president of the Western Federation of
Miners, was arrested in Chicago In
18S5 for burglary, uml according to
the Journal, he was subsequntly sentenced to the Jollet
penitentiary,
where he served from February, 1SSG
to January, 188".
The records of the Jollet penitentiary show that ('has. II. Moyer, occupation, farm hand, was sentenced
from Cook county, 111., on February
4, 18 86, and was discharged January
4, 1887.
The records of the Chicago
police ipurtmeut give the name as
C. S. Moyer, and John Keating was
arrested with Moyer on the same
charge. Keating died in Jollet and
his brother, Charles Keating, who is
now a prisoner in the county Jail
here, said today: "We always knew
Charles H. Moyer, president of the
Western Federation of Miners, was
the man who was sent to the penitentiary with my brother Johnny."
"I don't remember him myself hut
he used to go wilh my sister and I
have often heard my folks speak of
him. After Moyer got out of the
penitentiary he used to write to a
mutual acquaintance, Samuel Wilson,
and Sam used to read his letters to
us. One time Sam came over with a
paper telling how Charlie Moyer had
been made head of the miners'
union."
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Tend Loss of University Building Is
Now Estimated at Half
a Million.

SEE BILL HAYWOOD
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DKMED FLATLY
Iiol.se, Idaho. May 10. According
to all Information obtainable here,
Moyer a record shows that he was
working for the Catle Itock Gold
Mining company at Itockford, S. D.,
in tho Hlack Hills, during the year
18 86.
Moyer says he was never in
the Jollet penitentiary.
His lawyers
say that story' to tne contrary is ab
solutely without foundation.
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Company Being Connected!
t
With Standard ;oil.
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Suu Francisco, May 10. Detective
Sergeant Bell, who was shot through
the thigh in Tuesday's rioting, is in
a critical condition, blood poisoning
having developed in the wound.
All other victims of the rioting are
improving.
The funeral of James Walsh, the
young teamster who was shot by the
during the rioting,
was held today.
Active preparations were noted at
the car bams at Turk and Fillmore
streets and at Oak and Brodetick
streets today, which indicate the purpose of the company to increase the
number of cars to be sent out today.
It is said the cars will start shortly
after noon.
The situation yesterday was extremely quiet, the strikers making
very little demonstration against the
few strike-breakleaders, and cars
were sent out over the downtown
lines. In some of the aristocratic districts women threw flowers upon the
street car tracks for the strikebreakers to drive over.
While this was being done by those
living In the aristocratic
suburbs,
"murderers" and other vile names
were Qui ur .at the. men running the
cars by working; people. No shots
were fired.
arrestThe several
ed for the rioting of Tuesday made
affidavits yesterday that they were
severely beaten by the police and deyours."
of food, water and beds for
"See that fellow on the outside. prived
hours.
That's so nnd so. He and three oth- - twenty-fou- r
ers took the superintendent of a mine
at Altman and dropped him down an
abandoned shaft 500 feet. Five hun- SIBERIA ROCKED BY
dred
It seems, though, that the accusaAN EARTHQUAKE
tion against "the man on the outside" is one of the unproven charges
of history. So while this and like
stories ought to chill the blood, mayIrkutsk, Siberia, May 10. A severe
be, nothing has happened here to
undulating earthquake shock was feit
produce any such effect.
here at 5:30 o clock this morning,
Houses were rocked and the popu-- !
TWENTY-FOUPAYS
lace lied into the streets In great dis-- l
OF SNOW FALL tress.
Some buildings came down.
but the loss of life is thought to be
only slight. A heavy rumbling detonation accompanied the vibrations.
Laramie, Wyo., May 10. Fur
days a
the past twenty-fou- r
snowstorm has raged in the 'UNITED DAUGIITEKS OF
CONFEDEHACY CELEBRATE.
mountains 4
southern Wyoming
Philadelphia, May 10. Under the
and snow is now seven feet deep
on the level.
auspices of the Philadelphia, chapter
1
Since April 10. the sun has
of the I'nited Daughters of the Con-not shown and the storm has
federacy, a party will be given to-- !
not ceased for a moment. The
night at the liellevue-StratforThe
temperature has been between
entertainment committee is compos-- l
zero and ten below all during
ed of the most prominent southern
remost
ladies in Philadelphia, and the as-- I
that time. It is the
semblage will be composed of the
markible storm that has ever
visited the Wyoming mountains.
best that Philadelphia has of south1 1
ern ladies and gentlemen.
1 1 1

tance and the workers in the nearby
mines read the newspapers and discuss every detail of the case. Hough
talk does not figure in the discusThey have strong enough
sions.
opinions as to the motives of the
prosecution, but these do not take the
form of threats. They have an abiding confidence in Haywood's innocence and linn belief that he will be
set free by the Jury.
stranger" from
The "mysterious
Cripple Creek sees in the presence
of these men ominous signs of trouble.
He is among the Unknowns
quartered at the leading hotel, and
says he will be here during the trial.
He does not, however, take anybody
into his confidence to the extent of
disclosing the interest he represents.
"There are some more of them."
he exclaimed impressively one afternoon as a group of miners passed
men
the hotel. "At least twenty-fiv- e
that we run out of Cripple Creek
have passed here today."
"Wasn't that a little rough?" was
asked.
"Rough nothing. Did they think
stripped
It was rought when they
men naked and ran them out on the
taking;
trails,
shots at
mountain
them as thev went? We did nothing
in
first
like that. We put them
class coaches, hauled them out and
set them down. And we told them:
'If you ever come back, you'll get

tt

Protests

CRITICAL CONDITION

CALENDAR

Boise Is Crowded With Visitors Come to Witness the Trial.
Men With Calloused Hands Want to See
How "Bill Is Getting Along.
Boise,

Magnate Must Submit to
the Attention of a
Texas Sheriff.

REITERATES THAI

MURDERERS

Ei KHAUSTED

WAS BEING

BREAK

E

ONLY THREE JURORS WERE

Blanchard Meat & Supppy
Company Charged With VI-- !
olatlng City Ordinance
Are goats and sheep included in
the bovine .species of stock? Attorney
Harry uwens,
represuiiting
Frank
VS llson,
manager of the Ulanchard
Meat and Supply company, says they
are not.
In
police
Wilson was arraigned
court this morning charged with violating iL cllv ordinance, in slauirhter- ing kid goats Inside the city limits.
City Health Ofilcer Frank Uuler ap
peared against Wilson.
Attorney Owens raised a demurrer
which was accepted by Judge Craig
ami the case was continued Indefinitely.
Twenty ki i goats w et s taken to the
Hlancliard Meat and Supply company's shop on First street esterday
Immediately after their
afternoon.
urrival. the employes of the market
proceeded to slauyhter them. (Juler
ordered Wilson lo stop the killing,
but he refused, which i. ultel m the
latter'.s arraignment.
NEW PHOSPIIME
4 OM PAN Y
IN TEVVESkEE.
Mt. Pleasant, Tenn.. May 10. The
new
Phovphate
Middle Tennes-secompany is making good progress towards entering upon an active business. Since 11 woj incorporated
the
work of developmel t In been put
well unJot Via).

Mll(.

e

E
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IS LAID AT
IT
Funeral Took Place From the
First Presbyterian Church.
Burial at Falrvlew.
The funeral of the late Edmund G.
Itoss. former governor of New Mexico, and United States senator from

Kansas, was he4 1 at the Presbyterian
church, on Silver avenue and Fifth
street, at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
The services were most solemn and
the attendance was large. The veterans of the Grand Army of the Republic marched from the home of
the deceased on west ltallroad avenue to the church, where the funeral
services were conducted, and afterward followed the body to the grave
In Falrvlew cemetery. There was not
a dry eye among the comrades of
the G. K. Warren Post. Grand Army
of the Uepubllc, as the old warriors
looked upon the face of Edmund G.
Itoss for the last time.
The pallbearers were W. W. McDonald, N. Ii. Field. Ama.l.i Chaves,
W. Ii. fhildets. Alfred Grunsfeld. H.
It Fergusson. A. W. Hayden and F.
H. Kent. The floral tributes sent by
the many friends of Edmund G. Itoss
were beautiful and expressive of the
great esteem in which the mult was
held.
Arriving at
Presbyterian
tlie
church, the body was borne up the
aisle before the pulpit where It rested during the services. The casket
was covered with flowers, tlie tokens
of love and honor. The Presbyterian
choir rendered sacred musio with
much feeling during the last rites
and the Hev. Hugh A. Cooper
preached an Impressive sermon In
honor of the dead man.
M

kEEsPOKT

.IFN

AV

EAKI.IF.K MIL HEI.I VEUY.
Citizens
of this town are rejoicing because
early
Postmasdelivery
of an
which
ter John N. Deras has Inaugurated
today.
The first delivery has been
set at 7:15 o'clock, and business men
now receive their letters for the day
at a much earlier hour than they
Improveused to. Another pleasm
ment bv the postmaster is the employment of a leirer carrier to collect mail morning, afternoon
and
night in the busi-.esection of the
city.
McKe spoit. P. i.. May 10.
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Innocent Baby Boy the Victim
of Devilish Deed; Dead in Barrel

BATH

Classified Advertisements

EVENING CITIZEN,
I

J

I

my

I

m

nielli

SUPPLIES
and
Toilet Accessories

BASE BALL
PERSONAL PROPERTY

WANTED.
A i.tce. gentle puny, with
WA.NTEU
Kome style to him. Bring to Putney's store.
WANTED Ladie s wanting stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Second
Miss Crane, 512 North
Also apprenstreet. Prlrea low.
'Phone !44.
tices wanted.
second-han- d
Uentleman-- a
WAKTKU
clothing. No. 611 South First
'
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WAITED A good hustler In every
town to sell our perfect water filters, retailing from $1.50 to $8.00;
100 per cent profit to agents: exSeneca Filter
clusive territory.
Co., Seneca, Mo.
WANTED Fosltion as joo compositor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
M)R ROT.
brick house,
FOR RENT Four-rooclose in. $15. Apply Rankin & Ct.,
Room 10. Arnljo building.
FOR RENT Nicely lurnlshed front
room, suitable for two. Call at 107
Fruit avenue.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, housekeeping rooms and tent. 413 South
Broadway.
FOR RENT Well located, modern
brick residence. $40 If
taken Immediately. Postofflce box

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
On
Furniture,
rianos. Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
also on SALARIES AND WARB
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as tit
and as high as $200. Loans ar
quickly made and strictly private
Time: One month to one year given
possession
Ooods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a'
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant BlUg.
116 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

Sonps.
Nnil
Bntli Brushes,
Brushes, Manicure
Scls.irs,
Corn Plaster. Corn Files
Shampoo Creams Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

iii;i:i: tiiky

Let us Supply You

now tiii:y"stam.
National
New York
t'hicago
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LEOPARDS.
lVIXL- - OTTON
AM) WIFE FINALLY ARRIVE
RE-AT THK NATION OF THE

M

Kk.ltLE

AN It

tTRIOlS

PYfiMIES.

i

f'HAPTF.R IV.

.Mr. II. Ilri( (on Powcll-- t ttn.
Although the r.irt-s- t itsflf was
they llteral-I- v
tr-from
inf.--t.mme of 'the bin clearing!"
llc.i)Riri to the descendants of the
While campi'l
oM slave trtnler.
near iir- i- of these settlements.
a sreMt favorite among our
In
the
porter.s. w.is badly mauled
nerk.
He v.;. siltliift, one ovonlnir. over
sharing his
hi lilt:.- brushwood tire.Suddenly,
bea friend.
meal wi-warned
had
rustle
fore th ?lihtist
apthem of the leopard's stealthy upon
proach, the brute flung ItsvlfIn
the
him ii ii.l fastened its fangs comrade
jis
poor fellow's nerk.
clutched the nearest mtstle
iiuirklv
he cmi'-- find, a bit? bunch of bananas
at the
ami hnrlvl It with wild yells by
the
Frightened
,'inim.ir head.
prey
relinquished
his
din. the leopard
not
darkness;
the
off
into
and shi'ik
too soon, for Kasimbazi
a moment
had nlre.idy several hideous gashes.
liut within an astonishingly short
time he was sturdily carrying his
load .Mtraiii. as lively and willing a
worker as ever. furiously enough,
this very man not only risked his life
in n tinning torrent to save a few
our tl'ick from being swept away
ft
by the "Aoilen waters, but some lme
liiter he rescued my husband from
amazing
under -a wounded lion, ofwith
mind.
rniir:'r- ind tresence
In,.; .elling the Kloiy of Hie leop- flrd one evening over a frugal din
ner. our guest, an Italian doctor, we
had met on the way, began to relate
his experiences with the same beast.
returned one
It seemed he had Just
evening in a lonely camp when there
was a frenzied cry of "Leopards!
leopard''' Next moment. In the
murkv light, a dark form burst Into
his hut and threw Itself upon him as
bed. Sure his last hour had
he lay
come, he shut his eyes and waited for
the lirnte to do Its worst. But It did
not stir.
(Trowing holder, he showered blow
after blow, with all the might of his
fists, on the panting creature which
only c!u:ig the tighter at eacn blow.
As soon as he realized In his terror
that It was offering no resistance, he
softly and gingerly put out his hand.
What was his amazement when his
finger." came In contact with a warm
human arm. It was the wife of his
black bov. who had dashed In her
flight into his house, while her husband had clambered Into safety on
the roof above.
Mawambe Is the post In the center
of the Pygmy district, and here a few
of the tamer of them would sometimes come in with an antelope for
barter. But it was on the march, far
from any station, that we came Into
close contact with these little folk, a
distinct- privilege, for they are almost
as nh- as the beasts of the forest
themselves.
Happily for me. however, they had
grown accustomed to my husband
during his previous v!slt to this district. Many of them had hunted
with him. and it was with little difficulty that he persuaded 'them to
bring thJlr wives and friends to dance
for us at our tent door.
Curious little creatures they are
with big broad heads and compact
Iwidies, set on
Kven the childshort sturdy legs.
ren have old wizened faces, but their
wild dirk eyes glow with an energy
and alertness quite unknown to any
other natives that we met on our
journey.
Hunting is their one Idea of a hap-p- v
existence, of their own little section of the forest they know every
corner ami cranny, every bees' nest
away in the branches, and Just when
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they must climb up to glean the honey: every haunt where the different
animals love to wander, and their
every little habit.
In fact. their
dances are mainly made up of mimic
scenes of the hunting field, from Im

POLICE UNCOVER PRETTY
ROMANCE IN SEARCH
FOR ELOPERS

lll'.lt AFUICAN

Ml I.I

itation of their quarry. Its cry. Its
way of resting, its walk. Its flight,
the pursuit, spearing, shooting or netting, to the burst of frenzied triumph
at its capture.
(To be continued)
noon, a marriage license could not be
procured, but Justice of the Peace
Craig consoled them with the re
mark that he would tie the knot
w henever the license was secured.
The marriage was performed this
morning, after which the boy and his
child wire went to old town, where
the marriage was solemnized at the
Church of San Felipe de Nerl, acn
cording to the mandates of the
Catholic church.
"We will be married first by the
law, and then by the church," remarked Inra to Judge Craig.
Jesus Moreno, a brother of the
girl, talked to her for more than an
hour trying to persuade her to return home, but she refused, saying
that she would stay with her sweetheart.
Paulino Lara, the boy husband. Is
only IK years old, while Mercedes
Moreno y Lara, the girl bride, is but
14. her fifteenth birthday being some
months off. While the girl sat In the
police court, winding and unwinding
a pretty mantilla around her hands,
nonthe boy sat In the hold-ove- r,
chalantly smoking a cigarette.
After Police Judge Craig was satisfied that the parents were willing to
let the marriage proceed, he released
the couple from custody.
Nothing has been heard by the
local police of Juan Carabajal, the
native plasterer who eloped with Lucinda Moya. aged 16 years, Sunday.
Ko-ma-

Cupid Would Not Be Thwarted by Tender Years Moya
Girl Still Missing.
--

To be arrested by the police, charged with abducting Lucinda Moya, and
believed to be one Juan Carabajal,

with abducting
and then charged
pretty Mercedes Moreno, was the unpleasant experience of Paulino Lara
yesterday. The (couple were found
by Olticer Joe Salazar at the home
street.
of Lara's aunt, on Walnut
When arrested, Lara exclaimed:
"We want to get married as soon
I took Mercedes to my
as possible.
aunt's house Wednesday, and then re
turned to my home. I went to her
today, and now we are both arrested.
We love each other, and I would not
have taken her away, but that we
feared our parents would object to
our marriage."
The parents of the youthful hrld
and groom were notified and they
On
cheerfully gave their consent.
account of the lateness of the after- -
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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Kdward dray, the man who was
shot In Silver City on Tuesday night,
while using a knife on himself and
anyone else who happened to get
within his reach, was from Kl Paso.
Regarding (iray. the Kl Paso News
says:
"Well, I have come to bid yoj
good-by- e:
when the whole gang is
planning to do me It, It Is time to be
making myself scarce."
With these words, Kdward Ciray
shook hands with a group of his
friends In Kl Paso Sunday afternoon.
and went away. And that is the last
account his friends here have of his
being seen In El Paso. He was killed
while running amuck In Silver City
Tuesday night.
Sunday morning the word was
taken to Gray's friends that he was
acting oueerly at his hotel and should
be attended to. But the general opinion seemed to be that he was simply
Intoxicated and would be all right
w hen he got sober, so that he was allowed to go his way.
He was Invited by his friends to at.
tend the steer roping contest, but
saying that he had to be care
ful, as "they were after him and
wanted to do him up."
"When they get to coming in
bunches and Jamboreelng around
your room door. It's time to be care
ful, Isn t It? he said to a friend. He
Imagined that a number of men were
conspiring to rob and kill him and
It was to escape these Imaginary emr
mles that he left Kl Paso Sunday aft
ernoon.
STARVING HIMSELF TO DEATH
He showed up In Silver City Tues U
day and that night tried to commit
suicide by cutting his throat with a
pocket knife In a saloon. The bar9.
May
According to tender of the place Interfered and
London,
Lloyd's Weekly News, otto, "the mad Gray gave him a bad cut In the side
king of Bavaria," Is the opposite of with the knife, arter which he ran
Improved mentality.
He has been across the street Into another saloon.
examined by specialists lately and still hacking at his throat and at
tacking anyone who came near him,
until some one shot him. He died
Instantly.
tlrav was a native of New England
but had been In the west several
years. He was an adept millwright
and general mechanic, and had done
lots of contract work throughout the
southwest. He had Just completed a
big Job at Nacozarl and was waiting
In Kl Paso for orders to go to Pennsylvania, where he was expecting a
large Job.
There seems to have been no
knowledge of Gray's mind becoming
unbalanced until Sunday morning, although, according to his story, he had
been suffering with the haluclnatlon
of being followed by persons with evil
deslRtis for several days, and he stat
ed that he had been moving his lodg
ings from one hotel to another for a
week or so In order to escape them.
but had at last given up hopes of do
no- tto ntwl must leave town.
It Is presumed that too much liquor
broke Grav's mind down and caused
him to Imagine that his best rrienas
were his enemies.
K1XO OTTO OF IIAVAKI.V
Sore Nipple.
His
their report Is not encouraging.
Anv mother who has had experience
disorder Is now tutld to be acute. The
will be
king will hardly eat, and never while with this distressing ailment may
be
He Is nleased to know that a cure
anyone Is looking at him.
especially averse to warm dishes. affected by applying Chamberlain's
soon as the child is aone
His physical strength also Is waning. Salve as Wipe
nursing.
it off with a soft cloth
New arrivals for the week Large before allowing the babe to nurse.
nurses
use this salve
Many trained
cabinets. Futrelle Furniture Co.
assortment of velvet and Axmlnster with the best results. For sale by
rugs, all sizes.
Also Hoosier kitchen all druggists.
Mass..
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bishop Williams, who has the distinction of being dean of the hierarchy
of the Unman Catholic church in the
I'nited States, both in years of life
and years of service, celebrated his
eighty-fift- h
birthday today. The venerable :wchhlshop tins speot mof-than sixty years of his life In the
He was a hishop for ten
church.
years prior to his being made an
years ago.
archbishop thirty-tw- o
The Most ltev. John J. Williams Is
a native of Boston, and all his life
he has labored for the advancement
of the Catholic church in New F.ng
land. He was ordained to ne priest
hood In Paris. France. In IMS. On
his return home he was assigned to
the old cathedral In this city as a
slstant. and afterward as rector. In
1S59 he became vicar general of the
diocese, and on January 9, Inns, was
appointed coudju-torwith the right
of succession to Hishop Fltipatrlck.
whom he succeeded a few months
later. In 1S75 Boston was raised to
an archbishopric, and nu May 3 the
pallium was conferred upon Arch
bishop Williams.
In all the long course of years that
he has lived as priest, bishop and
archbishop In Boston, the same zeal
and devotion to duty have character
ized Archbishop Williams, and It ha
been said for many years that his Is
one of the
best governed dioceses
In the country, and that with the
church
authorities hi Home no
bishop In the I'nited States has so
high a standing.
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Primate of New England Has Had Hallucination That He
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I very one should take a tonic in the Spring; their systems require it.
The Uo,,d has become thick and sluggish with the accumulations left in the
sv.sUni from the inactive, indoor life and from the heavy, rich foods of the
Winter season. The Mood, being in this unnatural and disordered condition.
13 unut le to furnish the body with the increased
amount of nourishment
necessary for the more energetic life of .Spring and Summer, and the system
truth,
of
Where we're learned
Thea, too, the old col lege cam
pu,
suffers from debility, weakness, nervousness, indigestion, loss of appetite,
the soul, .
Col . ors
then the "Cher-rand
flail
SJ
er.'
and many other unpleasant symptoms of a disordered bloxi circulation.
When the system is in this
and disordered condition it is not safe
"
0 l im
to take unknown concoctions, sarsapanllas, compounds, etc., because they
r- :
;
I;
usually contain potash or some other equally strong and harmful mineral
f
t
r
ingredient, which acts unfavorably and often dangerously on the depleted,
letto.
weakened system at a time when it needs gentle and natural stimulation to
throw oil the impurities and recuperate its lost energy. S. S. S. is appropriately called Nature's tonic. It is ma le entirely of r.Kits, herbs and b.nks
from the great storehouse of forest and field, selected for their purifying and
qualities, and as it does not contain the slightest trace of
Drean-inyouth,
the fair dreanas of
trees,
nr.tural in any form it is perfectly safe for young or old. S. S. S. aits
TJa
aad p.ne
der the
directly on the blood, ridding it of all impurities and poisons, and restoring
our goal....
Bring ui yet near - er
us,
Ware oa for tf er ' a bove
the lost properties of rich, nutritive strength so
it is able to supply the
system with the healthful, invigorating energythat
needed to pass the trying
season of the ye.;r. Its action is the most pleasant, prompt and satisfactory
tonics, and those who feel the need of such a medicine will do well to
i
i
comn.en e the use of S. S. S. at once. S. S. S. restores lost energy, relieves
the tired, worn-ou- t
feeling, helps the appetite, aids digestion, and adds tone
THK IMH IS THE SOVti OF THF. VMVKILHlTV OF NFW MilVKO, WHICH WII.1. UK HFiAKI
and v,gor to the system. JHE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
CMMK4 F.ME.N T FXKIUI.sFS AT THE KIK' lIUt- IIOI SE TOMt.HT. WOltUS AND MttlC
CA. THF.
MlIMlll lls OF THE FACl'LiTV.
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EUREKA!
Yen, I Ilu-vFound it at Ijit.
Found what? Why that Chamberlain's Salve cures eczema and all
manner ot Itching of the skin. I
have been attlicted for many years
with skin disease. I had to get up
three or four times every nlsht and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible Itching, but since using this
alve In December, 1905. the Itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
Pa. For saie by all druggists.
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Have been appointed exclusive agenta In the Southwest fo
S,
Schlltt, Wm. Lamp and St Loula A. B. C. Brewerlee; Yallowaton,
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River,
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McBrayar'a
Cedar
H.
Green
tula Hunter, T.J. Man.
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Mautard's Mills are selling good
wheat at f 140 per 100 lbs.
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"Spring is the season of mating,"
states a New Mexico exchange. "Hut
what we would like to know, Is there
any particular season for divorce?

By The Citizen Publishing Co.

,

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

CORNER
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The Urtlfed States spent for rail
road rolling stock in tho last eight
years approximately $2,500,000,000--an- d
the public paid the bill.

a

Anyone else having presidential
is kindly requested to send
his name and address to the Cub.
The list is growing. Come early and
avoid the rush.

FINELY EOlII'PEn JOB PirAIlTMI.NT.
BEST ADVERTISING MED1VM IX TJIE SOVTHW IT.
LEAPING REPVllLICAX IWriHi IX NEW MEXICO.

0

Kansas Is going to have a
wheat crop after all. It takes more
than eight frosts, three hard freezes,
two snowstorms and a drought lo
kill the Kansas wheat crop.
And

ItOOSTIXG ALIIVQCEJIQCE AXD THE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AXD THE ' SQUARE DEAL."'
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AXD AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

O
A Word From Illll l'olor.

I uster think thet Kansas had 'em
all beat for different kinds of weather,
but, by gosh, It pears like New Mexico ain't so slow.

0

Now 1)fiutiiiifv
"The office boy wants to get oft this
"
afternoon. Says his grandmother
A

3fte

of Wm.

SeCf-Redempti- on

January

There is no part of human experience that does not sooner or later find
There is no turn of human nature, not ft
Its wnv Into vour newspaper
shallow not yet a profound depth of the kouI itself that you may not find
The secret thought of a man's heart find
there at one time or another.
their place among the doings of the world. You may read there the whole
'wonderful and mysterious story of humanity.
Witness the case of William January.
Twelve years ago this man. convicted of robbing a pnstofflce, was sent
to United States prison. Tractable and
his sentence was commuted; he had but a Tew more months to serve.
One day there came
an opportunity for escape, and William January disappeared.
Then, a man giving his name as Anderson appeared in Kansas City
and went to work as an honest citizen. He married a good woman, and
eoon there came a baby girl.
We cannot tell what powerful influence had
reached down and touched the man's heart, but Wm. January, now Chas.
Anderson, had resolved to live clown his past with all its weakness and its
tolly.
Not in the eyes of the
Do you understand what that meant to him?
He had to live down a past
world.
There wTas no stage set for Anderson.
that persisted in breathing with his every breath, that thought
with his every thought, and that struggled and fought for suHe could not say:
premacy in the very core of his own being.
I have been punished; I have suffered; but
"Yes; I was convicted of theft.
by my own manhood, here before you all, I shall raise myself to the level
That would have been terrible enough, for we are not
of an honest man!"
But his was a different and a more bitter
charitable towards Jailbirds.
resurrection.
He had to redeem himself from his own knowledge of himself.
Every time his heart beat it said: "Convict: Convict:"
Every time
he walked the street discovery waited at the corner.
Every tap at his door
Every time he looked Into his wife's
meant the possibility of detection.
eyes or kissed his baby girl, that knowledge of what he was keeping from
them must have struck him like a blow between the eyes.
And even these do not compare with the real battle that had to be
waged by William January.
That was still deeper, for its field was his own
heart, and the army that fought against his high resolves was the menacing
consciousness of his own past.
What inducement was there for him? Be
good?
Why?
The police may be coming even now.
Be true and be
dragged back to Jail tonight?
Save my money?
Love my wife?
Treat
Speak the truth?
other men fairly?
Act kindly? Live
Live decently?
soberly?
Deal honestly? yet I know that I am branded as a bad man-- ,
Fight with this record,
a false man, a wicked man, a dishonest man.
which I cannot escape? William January, escaped convict, thief!
'
That was the battle William January waged, and won.
That he was recognized at last, returned to prison; that the president
ha listened to 40,000 men and women; that this man will walk henceforth
under the sky free and as a freeman these are incidental.
The lesson is in William January's
1

"Is dead, hey?"
"No; is willing."

0

Ills First False Step.
The wedding bells were ringing,
Soft fell the great pipe organ's
strain;
Up the aisle they started together,
He stepped on the fair one's bridal
train.

Q

The Cub wants two words that
Webster overlooked. One Is something that will rhyme with Roosevelt,
and the other is something that will
rnyme with "big stick," and hasn't
already been used.

0

In Tuenimoari.

There was an old maid named Mary,
w no fived in Tucumcari;
By chance one day,
Good luck came her way,
now she s merry married
And
Mary.

0

Llko It is Now.
Joe and Diamond-stu- d
Dick and Locoed Pete came to
town;
With a whoop and a yell, they rode
l,
in
And
then
calmly
went
and
Oh, Alkali

pell-mel-

sat

0

down.

Wildcat mining stocks are not altogether useless, or worthless, either,"
said a New York broker who handles
cheap mining stocks, the other day,
as he hung up the telephone receiver.
"Here's a man who Just offered me
$50 for enough mining stocks to have
a face value of $50,000. He wasn't
particular what stocks he got If they
only had a paper value of $50,000. I
closed the deal and shall make money
on It, too.
What did he want with
Well, I havent's the
such stocks?
slightest doubt but that he is getting
ready to go into the bankruptcy court
dfecfinieaC
and wants to show his creditors where
money has been dropped.
We
There are still many people who believe that the Jews are only interested his
get such requests and are usualIn commercial matters and do not care to enter the ranks of the skilled oflen
ly able to till them."
In all
workers.
Such an Impression, however. Is a very erroneous one.
O
countries where many Jews make their homes, people of this race are active
Horrid Thing.
workers in almost all walks of life.
In no country is this fact more evident
to those who will take pains to make a little inquiry' than in the United
The other day a man tedd me there
was a big fire out at the American
.States.
One of the great needs of nearly all lines of the manufacturing industry Lumber company's plant, so I borwent out. I asked
jat present is that of skilled workers for the factories and workshops. Since rowed a nickel andgate
man at the
where the big
the present sentiment of trade unions Is against giving full and free oppor- the
was.
fire
He said it was over in the
tunities for all boys who desire to learn trades, there is more and more need refuse burner,
to quit
and
for
of technical schools where the boys and young men of the land may have kiddln' him with that old me
gag.
the opportunity of learning those trades to which they feel inclined to devote
So I walked home.
But, with or without trade union opposition or encourage(their energies.
AVhen I got to the city park I was
ment, the old apprentice system is not a satisfactory one under modern in- pretty tired, and laid down on the
grass to rest. Pretty soon a girl 1
dustrial conditions.
The president In a recent message has called attention to the necessity used to know before I got this Job
for thorough technical Industrial education as an element in achieving came along with a young sprout of a
kid she thinks she's engaged
national success.
This fact has long been recognized by the leading Jewish school
Twenty-thre- e
years ago the Hebrew Technical In- to. They sat down on a bench ami
citizens of the country.
Most of the conversacommenced.
stitute was established in New York, and has steadily pursued its beneficent tion was looking
into each other's
In fact, it is probably the first genuine technical eyes wtlh that sheepish
work to the present time.
grin folks
school established in the United States.
have when they're engaged. All they
was,
said
"t
greater
Is
present
Its
At
the demand for admission Into this school
than
"
capacity.
The average expenditure annually per pupil has been $113.
In
I stood It as long as I could, and
5S
persons,
graduating
were
20
class,
the
which
last
consisted
of
from
the
I
made a break.
The girl saw
electrical section. 17 from the drawing section, a from the Instrument then
me, and gave a little squeal.
making section, 7 from the metal working section and 6 from the wood"Oh.
Arthur
that horrid
.there's
working section.
reporter. I know he'll be Just mean
Of the pupils. 78 per cent were born in America, while only 12 per enough to put everything we said in
Forty-si- x
per cent of the the paper."
cent of the parents were born in this country.
T11K t'l'H.
parents of the pupils were born In Russia. 14 per cent In Austria and 12
0
per cent in Germany.
From the last report of this institute it appears that
Rid You Ever Noticr?
650 graduates have gone forth from this school.
Of this number. 31 have
g
gone into the
establishments, 31 have become machinists and Did you ever notice when the sun is
shlnin' bright.
metal workers, 117 have gone into electrical lines of work. 127 have beYou feed glad and strong
and
come draughtsmen and designers, 41 are numbered as general mechanics,
chesty
25 as architects and engineers, while 67 have become manufacturers, foreFrom
night?
mornin'
until
men and superintendents and a number of others have entered the ranks
of students, physicians, pharmacists and lawyers.
Did you ever notice when the? sky
was dark and glum.
AT
TTTTTTiTTilTT-That you felt all limp and frazzled
d I e s, delegate to coiigless from New Jl'Si,
has returned to his home In our sister territory, where he is being received And strictly on the bum.'
Delegate Andrews has done uuch
with greetings and a cordial welcome.
when a band beHe has accomplished much for New Mexico.
4e Did youganever notice
service for his people.
to play.
has proven himself to be one of the most active and succ essful delegates ever
you
your should "i-squared
That
Atixonj
Kent from any territory to represent the people and their interests.
promptly,
Daily Star of Tucson.
In a military way?
W. T. Stead says American sleeping cars are out of dale, compared with Did you ever notice when a childish
those In England, As Mr. Stead is the man who threw away his baggage
voice would sing
checks because he didn't know what they were for, he is quite an authority
Some old hymn of
childupon railroad matters.
hood,
The old memories it would bring?
To show his authority an Alton. Illinois, constable recently arrested his Did you ever police
when the mo in
wife because she broke a dish and refused to be sorry.
There is some
was big and round.
question as to the constable's authority in the matter but absolutely none
11 nv the face of some old
sweetas to his bravery.
heart
Sprang like shadows, from the
ground
Reunion of the descendants of the sinners .f the declaration of Inde
pen den ce is projected for the Jamestown Imposition, but it can't bring out
I'id you ever notice, when you knelt
me crowd that a reunion of the body servants of eieoigc Washington would
at night to pray,
The little things you might have
While Kansas Is mourning for the frozen wln-.icrop. New Mexi
done
is receiving inousamts of dollars in the shape of gentle rainfalls.
Vet there Throughout the busy clay?
are Kansain who turn up their noses at New Mexico.
Did you ever notice when yuii
i
yourself feel blue,
One thousand pretty Kansas women are holding a lull conve ntion i:i
That the world keeps on
Kansas City this wee k, and the buzz of their coiivt milioii diowns ivc.i the
And there's nothing wrong but you.'
noise of the street cars.
O
ROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.
Now comes word that President Castro, of Wnejsu.d.i. will rtir?i and
go to Switzerland.
Somebody ought to warn him that lie cannot he the
whole cheese there.
i
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They're talking of organizing an army of 12. (uoi la Cuba.
The difficulty
seems to be in finding somebody who will Maud for a reduction in rank to
private.
8
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The fruit crop may be somewhat damaged but just look at the other
crops.
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JUST ARRIVED
A Carload of the Finest FURNITURE
Ever Seen in Albuquerque

Elks Hold Impressive Services
Over Remains-Beautif- ul
Tribute to Deceased.
The body of Arthur W. Cavanaugh
was taken to Las Vegas for interment
this morning on train No. 2, which
was two hours late.
The remains
were accompanied by the family and
a few intimate friends.
The funeral services were held at
the Cavanaugh home, at 321 North
Fourth street, under the auspices of
me local louge of Klks.
The members of lodge No. 461, If. Y. O. E.,
assembled at 7 o'clock at the lodge
rooms and from there marched in a
body to the Cavanaugn residence.
Nearly all wore black silk hats ftnd
black frock coats, the regular Elk
costume for such occasions, and each
had a ribbon of crepe tied to his left
arm and wore a boutonnalre of Ivy
and amaranth. The procession, 115
strong, marched under the direction
of Roy Stamm.
At the house the impressive funeral
ceremony of the Klks was performed.
The officers who took part were: M.
K. Hlckey, exalted ruler: Roy .McDonald, secretary; L. C. Dennett, esteemed leading knight; Felix H. Lester,
esteemed loyal knight; John Le
Clark, esteemed lecturing knight; H.
E. Fox, chaplain, and Jt.
W. D.
Bryan, past exalted ruler.
Appropriate music was rendered by
a quartet composed of M. ('. Xet'le-toSamuel Pickard, K. L. Washburn
and H. J. Stone. One piece, "The
Vacant Chair," was sung with unusual feeling.
After the services the body was escorted to the station by the members
of the lodge and other friends of the
deceased.
The floral tributes were abundant
and beautiful, coming from scores of
friends both here and from out of the
city. The Winslow lodge of Elks sent
a large floral tribute. It. H. Hanna,
exalted ruler of the Santa Fe lodge,
was present at the funeral.
The services at Las Vegas will be
held In the Catholic church there.
At the services here a beautiful
eulogy was paid the deceased by It.
W. D. Bryan.
Mr. Bryan said:
Tribute to
My Brothers:
Almost without
warning the summons to the Lodge
above came to our Brother Cavanaugh. He stood at the threshold of
life; strong and vigorous, valiant and
hopeful, his outlook must have been
pleasing and Inviting. The head of a
devoted family, successful In business,
with hosts of friends, with a happy,
sunny disposition, he had much .to

F. H. STRONG

rything for-- tDie
STRONG BLOCK

Our spirits faint before
dreadful cause of dread
"Deadly assassin that
the fair,
The loved, the good
on the lights
Of virtue set along
life,

that
strik'st

that bleakest

THF

suspect

(To be continued.)
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And they go out in darkness."
We recall his form, his features, his
bright, keen mind, his tireless activity, his contagious enthusiasm,
his
ready wit, his high sense of honor, his
devotion to our order, his love for
the brothers, and, doing so, we measure our loss. We weep, we mourn,
for here and now we feel that individually and us a lodge we haze
"We;
suffered an Irreparable loss.
shall meet, but we shall miss him."
But, my brothers, "sorrow not even
as others which have no hope." Our
dear, departed brother would have
been the first to point to our star of
shining
hope and fidelity,
ever
through the darkest clouds of grief
and despondency.
"There is no death! What seems
so is transition.
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life elyslnn,
our affliction, till our souls with for- Let the cardinal principles of our
order In this dark hour sustain us in
our affliction, fill our souls with fortitude, open to our visions vistas of
duty, nerve us for tho dally trials of
our manhood and prepare us to pass
traneiullly and with trust and confidence into the internal Lodge, when
e
the (irand Kxaited Ruler of the
shall call us.
May charity, representing our fill!
duty in life ami in redlgion, rulour
thoughts toward our absent and our
present brothers, and towards all
men, now and always.
"Hut he who marks, from day to
day,
In generous acts his radiant way.
Treads the same path his Savior
trod
The path of glory and to Cod."
.May white-robe- d
Justice guide out
alclons. i ule mir conduct and Imped
up to live a life measuring up fully
to the (iolden Rule.
"There is no place where earth's
sorrows
Are more felt than up in heaven;
There is no place where earth's:
fallings
Have
such kindly Judgmc.it
given."
May brotherly love till our hcar:s
thai we may forget self In considering the rights, needs anil wishes of
others; that we may help and encourage each other In every laudable
endeavor; that we may protect our
brothers from all attacks upon their
persons, characters and reputations;
that We may say of ourselves, as Klks,
as it was sung of
holier commun-

2nd and Copper

SfSial

"We share our mutual woes,
(Mir mutual burdens bear;

And often for each other llow,
The sympathizing tear."
And now ,thou earthly temple of
that immortal spirit we knew and
loved so well, we bid thee farewell,

for thou shall pass from our sight
In thy place and stead
a more glorious body
arise, for
the habitation through eternity of our
Krolher Cavanaugh.
He has Joined the
lodge where so many of our brothers have already gone and whither so
many of us
now rapidly hasten- f oreverinore.

Ing.
May Joy and peace be his and
theirs, and may we who tarry yd
with earth's waning glories, look forward with hope, expectation and confidence to the eternal glories of th'
Heavenly Lodge.
i,
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Thomas F. Wilson, Tucson;
t!. H. I'om'is,
Ruckles. St.
.New
York City; J. M. Murdock, Chicago; S. K. Ki'own, Canyon, Texas; I,.
M. Lynn.
New York
City: W. J.
Rceliel, l'ittshurg; John Beaton, BalW.
timore:
Weeks Swan, New York
City; F. Ji. Sanford. Chicago; James
Thomas, Topeka, Kan.; Ijiuis Margolin, Washington, D. C. ; Frank K.
Dibert, Santa Ke; II. Williams, City:
Louis Hillbrooli, Aurora. 111.; F. C.
Kerr, Homer C Selby. Charles J. L.
Ijtntry, Strong City, Kan.; Mrs. J.
Hockway, Cleveland; D. Mark, Henry
S. Ifeach, Kl l'aso; J. E.
Sheridan,
Sliver City; W, M. Strong, Jr., Charles

AUTOMATIC

BBS

Constructed on Scientific
Principles.
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Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
Trimble, Chicago and J. V. Key,

Helen.

Sturgcs.
Jack Duval, Hutchinson, Kan.; E
A
W. MeMfinn. Ilivonahnrn
W?
Minich. Las Vegas. F. W.'Brooks and
wife. Cimarron. Texas; Charles
F.
tasiey, tsanta Ke; it. H. Xewlee, Las
Vegas: Fred W. Hamming, W.
H.
Cornell. Los Lunas; Edward Schulz,
Louisville; Michael McCarthy, Ottawa, Kan.; E. E. Whiting, Chicago.

I

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
j
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JUST

SUNDAY
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Gold Avenue

Concerts at Home

Metropolitan

Cralgc.
J. J. Tlsdale. city; W. W. Elstin,
Winslow, Ariz.; R. E. Davison and
wife, Kansas City; R. H.
Hanna,
Santa Fe; G. E. Kramm, Kansas Citv;
John H. Haley, Caplto, N. M.; R. W.
Kessel, El Paso.

FOR

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

Savoy.
J. Hansen and wife, Chicago; C. F.
Brown and wife, city; James Heller,
Denver; C. L. Miccen, Ardmore, I. T.;
Raul M. Jansen, Kansas City; J. B.
New, San Bernardino, Cal.; E. Matthews, San Francisco; Mrs. M. Brls-toAultmo, Ariz.
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live for.
We, his brothers, who knew hi m
well and loved him, who appreciated
his warm Interest, his kindly thought,
fulness, his welcome presence, ar?
now, as we gather about his lifeless
we know not what to
body, appalled
say we know not what to think.
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The Aharado.

Oratorically, Foraker may retain the belt, and be welcome
belt that tits Foraker would choke Taft to death, anjliow.

v

m

CAVANAUGH

mi: lion

Ambassador lhyoe asks: "Where are your American potts'.'" Coining
it does, fiom a consistent reader of the magazines, tins is a distliol knock.

Peary (.till hopes to reach the north pole.
If he
his thijj to "The Fairbanks" he may yet succeed.
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MEMORY

Besides politics, Kansas had a late
fiost and a sleet storm.
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Vegetables Are Here In Large
Variety and Berries
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Have Come.
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The Albuciuereiue housewife, on her
tour or the city markets tomorrow,
will find a choice assortment of vegetables, meats, fruits,
poultry and
fishes to house from for her Sunday
dinner, with the prices reasonable oil
most every artic le.
In the vegetable line are fresh asparagus, siring beans, radishes, peas,
spinach, eggplant, lettuce, cabbage,
onions,
tomatoes, rhubarb,
oyste.'-plan- t,
turnips, new and old potatoes,
cucumbers, and others.
Strawberries and blackberries are
on the market, especially the former,
the hitter berries Just appearing on
the market. Orange's and bananas
still range from i'3 to 60 cents a
dozen, according to the grade.
The meat line Is practically
unchanged, as Is the fish department.
The average' prices for the differ- nt varieties are as follows:
Vegetable's
Asparagus. 5 edits a
bunch; siring beans, I'D cents a
pound; radishes, two bunches f,,r 5
cents; potatoes, new, three pounds for
cents; potatoes, old, eight pounds
for il.', ci'iits; cucumbers, lu cents a
pound; peas, two pounds for 27 ccnN;
spinach, two pounds for 15 cents;
two hunches for fi cents; cabbage, ti cents a pound;
5
onions,
cents a pound; oyterplant, ii cents a
bunch; rhubarb, iwo bunches fur
cents.
Oranges, LTj to (lu cents ;i dozen ;
bananas, 30 to 40 cents a doz oi,
strawberries, 1 .', cents a box black- berries, 0
a box; grape fruit,
40 cents each; Unions, UU cents a
eh'.en.
liecf. s to 0 cents a pound; mutton, lu to In cents a pound; pork.
K, to 20 cents a pound; Veal, lo to
" cents a pound; spring lamb, 75
cents a side; barricuda, 20 cents a
pound; sea bass, 1,', to 20 cents a
pound; flounders and other fishes, ID
to 2u cents a pound.
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The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Phone 98

COAL

SBataOBKHSSSSSOKSSM
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$8.60
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
6.50

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY IS

John

S.

502 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

Williams' Indian I'Ui
rssk
BMP l' Dr.'.nun,
vy a
i.i a mi cu.c lilii.a
1 hi Q I
ana
rblcuinu
olwori'k
It
the tumors
lf:lcit.
I
I . !,..., It.V IIIUIIIF; IkllMI
I', ftl'U
l.c!,ink-W-

the undersigned, will receive pro.
as tt W'LUli'c. t'ce! Instant r
posals for the erection and compleInf. Dr. 'llnuiim' llliliini pile O.lil.
n
tion of a Jail and a court house buildnieiit is nrenure U for l'ilenuiul lo h.
Ing of the private pierts. Kve.y box is
ing to bo erected in tho town of GalHy UrucciMs. tv uuiil on re
lup, X. M., for McKinley county, X. c lot olvurninteil.fid centt
I.(M. UUiLLUto
Hud
price,
M. A certified check for five hundred
.D(sCTUR!NG CI.. Itoim.. l. velai.u. ciuo
dollars will be required to accompany
ON.
r'UK
S. VANN
the proposals, to assure the good
faith of the bidders.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
J. L. LADRIERE.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
Architect, Barnett Building, Albu CANDIES,
... z lai
store.
ojierque, X. M.
I,

S

I

or ronw aui:
tiikim;rini.nui'x
mi:n m vomi:n oi
TOMOKIIOW.

Do not Injure
their physical and
mental well being with lriellgestible
Kemember, they grow bei--:
bread.
when fed best. Select a eiu.illty ct
bread that you know Is made right I.,
every way.
Under sanitary conditions, of good flour, properly mixed
and baked, so ns to be wholesome ami
nutritious. Hallings' bread on til.,,
will be found lo lullill every recjul.e-meii- t.

PIONEER BAKERY
207 South

First Strwt.

Y 10.

'ALBUQUERQUE

11)07.

business

I

GOVER-ME-

ET

mm

representing

T'tah (leorge Sutherland and J
business
to any Howell.
Washington S. 11. Piles and K.
is In-

Interests and will not be allied
lnteret. faction or party, but

IMS

u

EXERCISES WILL

1

paob mm.

CITIZEN.

U. N.M. COMMENCEMENT

j

V.

tended to seek honestly for Informa- ClIshltlRII.
Wyoming C. D. Clark and K. W.
tion that will rnablp the convention
to suggest that policy that will be Mondell.
Arizona M. A. Smith.
for the welfare and benefit of the
New Mexico
Wm. H. Andrews.
whole west and the nation.
Oklahoma Ulrd S. McDulre.
arrangements
The committee on
Colorado Henry M. Teller an
has opened headquarters In the
Chamber of Commerce, Denver, and Robert W. lionynge.
Henry M. Teller, of Colorado, is
desires to hear from all Interested.
Anyone desiring fuller Information hereby appointed chairman of this
than given herein should address the committee.
And I do further announce the folsecretary of the committee, Arthur
of Commerce, lowing named citizens of Denver ns a
Williams, Chamber
general
committee on arrangements,
Denver.
All commercial and Industrial or- to have general charge of the prepganizations Interested in the welfare arations for said convention:
Hon. Henry A. Buchtel, governor,
of the state are urged to send deleAll Executives West of Mis- gates.
Meyer
Hon.
chairman
Friedman,
Hon. John McDonough.
No delegate will be permitted to
Mills,
H.
P.
Wells,
Hulkeley
W.
Gen.
to
provided
vote
AsKed
unless
with credentials
souri
J. L. Donohue, Fred P. Johnson.
from the organization represented.
All communications regarding tho
Hotel accommodations will be reAttend.
served for any delegates desiring convention should be addressed : o
by
request
making
them
the
of the Arthur Williams, secretary, Chamber
secretary, and stating the kind of ac- of Commerce, Denver.
Given under my hand and the excommodations desired.
DISCUSS DISPOSITION
Notify secretary of appointment of ecutive seal of the state of Colored i,
delegates as soon as appointed, giving this twenty-sevent- h
day of April, A.
D. 1907.
name and postotlioe address.
E. R. HARPER,
The committee has endeavored to
OF PUBLIC LANDS
Acting Governor.
reach all the Industrial and commercial organizations of which it can secure knowledge, but there may be
COUNTY
some
it falls to reach. The com- BERNALILLO
Official Announcement and Call mittee that
will appreciate the courtesy it
any citizen assisting In putting the
Received In Albuquerque
committee In touch with such organi
COURT
DISTRICT
zations, as it is desired to have all
From Colorado.
represented, as far as possible.
Address all communications,
The remarkable
fact that the
AUTI1CU WILLIAMS,
Copies of the call fur the meeting
plaintiff and defendant In an action
Secretary,
of all Rovernors of the western states
person was
one
same
are
and
the
on
of
Chamber
Commerce, Denver.
ttiii territories in Denver, Colo.,
shown this morning in the district
June is, 1 and 20, have been receivcourt, when Mrs.
Stoll
Madeline
ed in Albuquerque.
Whereas. The government of 'he Dempsie,
administratrix of the estate
J. W. Kaynolds. governor, and YV. I'nlted States Is the owner of large of Rudolph
filed
deceased,
Stoll,
O.
H. Andrews, delegate to congress, are tracts of unoccupied lands within the a suit against Mrs. Madeline Stoll
among those who have been asked to western states and territories, over DemptHe, widow of said Rudolph
which congress has absolute control
attend.
deceased, and Eugene D. Stoll,
and administration, and has made Stoll,
an Infant.
The meeting promises to be
providing
laws
disposition
of
for
the
At the time Rudolph Stoll died,
in lis effects.
It will deal
lands to citizens of the I'nlted March 25. 19U6, Mrs. Stoll and the
with the question of the administra- such
States under certain conditions; and, infant were the heirs. On April 1,
tion of public lands.
Stoll, now Mrs. Stoll Dempsie,
The following announcement and by Whereas, 1'nder the compact made Mrs.
the states when admitted to the was appointed administratrix by the
official call explain In detail the obprobate
court. The Infant son, men
union,
can
as
said
lands
not be taxed
jects of the gathering:
ns an heir was born January
Owing to the radical change In pol- long as they remain the property of tioned
22,
1905.
icy regarding the use and disposition the I'nlted States, and consequently
states
The plaintiff or petitioner
of the unoccupied public lands of the do not provide any revenue for the that
the estate was valued at $254.90,
west, and efforts being made to se- maintenance of the state government of which
belonged
to the
cure still more radical changes In the until title to the same passes to the Albuquerque$224.90
The
lluslness College.
public land laws, the states and ter- citizens; and.
Is
estate
amount
ngalnst
debts
the
of
Whereas, The changing conditions $344.97.
ritories west of the Missouri river,
Before he died, Mr. Stoll
whose future largely depends upon in the western part of the country, secured the following lots In this
the wise disposition of these public due to rapid settlement, has seemed county: Lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12,
lands, are threatened with a loss of to render necessary certain changes block 21, east addition, city ol Albuprosperity through the obstruction of In the disposition of these public querque.
the settlement of these unoccupied lands, and numerous plans for a difThe petitioner prays that a guard-Ialands. As yet the general public has ferent policy in regard to these land;
ad litem, be appointed for the
are
being
congress;
proposed
to
and. infant; that the real estate designated
paid little attention to the matter,
Whereas,
Owing
to
be
the
that
fact
sold for the payment of the Inand has not realized the effect of the
new policy. The object of this con- these public lands constitute a large debtedness to the estate and for the
vention Is to bring about a business part of the area of the states west costs of the proceedings.
consideration of the subject that will of the Missouri river, in some inA suit to procure an
Injunction
upm stances exceeding half the total area
result in the states uniting
some policy regarding these lands of the states, the future welfare, against H. J. Haverkampf, George
which can be urged upon congres.i. prosperity and advancement of such Li. Kile and John Miller, defendants,
and, at the same time, secure the states are largely dependent upon was filed in the district court this
greatest possible publicity to the mas- such policy and laws in relation to morning by the First National bank
The cause of the
the administration and disposition of of Albuquerque.
ter.
a promissory note for
Up to the present time the changes these lands as will result in their suit is over plaintiff
prays that JudgThe
in policy regarding these lands, and early acquirement and development
ment against Haverkampf for $5,660
the efforts to change the laws, have oy citizens; and,
Interest at 9 per cent, and at 10
Whereas, The enactment bv con with
been fostered by those directly Inter- gress
additional,
for
of new laws that will hinder the per cent Interest
ested, and who would secure benefit
of said principle and interamount
from the changes.
The Interest of development and acquirement of title-t- est as attorneys'
Havtnnt
Also
fee.
these lands By citizens or the adop
the state has not only been disrebe foreclosed of all interest
garded, but a sentiment has been de- tion of a policy contrary to that erkampf
lien and equity In mortgaged properwhich
has been in effect for so many ty.
veloped In the eastern states that
would deny the existence of any state years, which haR recognized the right
Also that a receiver be appointed
interest, either legal or moral, in the or the state to encourage settlement for Haverkampf,
and that Kile shall
disposition of these lands. The new and development under the existing have no Interest In Havekampf's prop-etpolicies being urged seek to establish laws, might prove most disastrous to
an Injunction shall
last
that
and
the permanent ownership of these the prosperity of this section of the be Issued by the district court reand,
lands in the general government, and country;
straining
defendants from trans.. nereaa, Ttie sixteenth general as ferring orthedisposing
would prevent their development and
of any promissembly
of the state of Colorado, hav sory notes or property.
settlement hy Individuals, and en
courage their occupation by the gen ing recognized the great impnrtan.-Attorneys P. H. Lester and H. F.
eral government for the purpose of to the state of the future policy of the Itaynolds represent the plaintiff.
producing revenue for the govern United States government in regard
.
to these lands, did adopt u resolution
A divorce suit
merit.
against
Luclnda
The western states have been form aumorizing ana directing the gov- Franklin by John E. Franklin, was
ed out of these public lands, and ad ernor to Invite the governors of other filed in the district court this mornmitted into the union, with all the western states to join Colorado in ing. The plaintiff states that they
were married In San Antonio, Texas.
rights and privileges of the older holding u convention of representa
states. All of the older states were tive citizens for the purpose of dis October 15, 18X7, and that they lived
together until October 26, 11106, when
built through the settlement of pub- cussing the relation of the states
without any cause
Having thus the public lands, and, if possible, to the defendant
lic lands by citizens.
grown in wealth and population, it agree upon a policy to be urged upon whatsoever deserted him and refuses
Eight children
to
congress
live
with
him.
In
relation to the future ad
is now proposed to deprive us of the
l ne
were born to them.
planum
rights they enjoyed, and to utilize the ministration of these lands; and.
and etc.,
Whereas, A majority of the govern owns property, live stock
lands for procuring revenue for the
prays
$2,100.
He
for the
ut
valued
benefit of the nation at large. Hav- ors of the states west of the Missouri
of divorce and the property
ing eaten their pie, they would also river have (signified their approval of decree
Attorneys
Klock and
sucn convention, and have expressed designated.
thare ours.
represent the plaintiff.
Homeseekers are pouring into the a willingness to join Colorado in the Owens
west, anxious to secure homes and holding of such convention;
An action "In re" the Insanity of
Now, therefore, by the authority Gateria
become citizens of the newer states.
Sanchez de Tarrceta. was en- While there are still vast areas to be conferred upon me by said resolution, tered In the district court this morn-j,uI
do
hereby
rep
a
recall
of
settled, new governmental policies
convention
ing. As there Is no defense, the In- garding these lands are so hindering resentative citizens of all states and sanity of Tarrceta will probably be
the homesteader that it is becoming territories west of the Missouri river established.
more and more didioult fur the settler to meet In the city of Denver, June
..lectrlc
The case of the llailup
to find a location where he may be is, lit and 20, 1IM7. Said convention
permitted to build him a home. It to be composed of delegates to be Light & Heat Co. against the Pamay be that the laws require amend- appointed as follows:
cific Improvement company, et nl.,
The governor of each state and ter- will be settled tomorrow. Judge Abment, but the amendment should be
in the direction of a more liberal ritory to appoint ten delegates at bott heard all of the arguments this
morning, but announced
that he
large.
policy towards the homeseeker.
Each chamber of commerce, board would withhold his decision until toBelieving that the matter is of sufficient importance to justify a confer- of trade, real estate exchange or com- morrow.
ence between thc states directly inter- mercial body may appoint tive deleki).
.11" st ki:ci:i
ested, the sixteenth general assembly gates.
Long glace kid gloves. In tin new
Each association of stock growers
of Colorado directed the governor t'
shades;
alxi wlilt 's
and leather
correspond with the governors of or lumbermen and forestry. Irriga- brownblacks.
other states similarly situated as re- tion, horticultural or agricultural or- and
I.IOX STORK.
gards these lands, and ask them to ganization, may appoint tive
join Colorado In a convention, where
are the
washing
O.
machines
K.
All delegates shall be provided with
the matter might be considered in the
New and second hand, at refullest possible way. As far as heard credentials from the authority whom best.
duced prices, $4.50 and up. Futrelif
from, all the states so addressed are they represent.
heartily In favor of the effort to throw
In order that said convention may Furniture Co.
the light of publicity on these ques- have a detlnilie plan of procedure 1
do hereby appoint the following sentions.
The citizens of Denver have ar- ators and representatives of the slates
exto be represented, as a committee on
ranged to take care of all the
pense of holding the convention. Ar- program, authorized to prepare a prorangements are being made for low gram and to outline In a general way
riites on the railroads, which will be the matters and questions upon whichdiscussion may be hail ut said conannounced later.
A committee on program, consistvention:
I. C. Perkins and Jus.
California
ing of the senior I'nlted States senator and a representative from each C. Needham.
V. H. Heyburn and 11. L.
Idaho
state to be represented, has been appointed, and will shortly issue an ad- I French.
C. I. Long
as
Kansas
present
covering
and Victor
the
situation
dress
regards the public lands, and outlin- Murdock.
ing the matters that will be discussed
Montana Thomas II. Carter and
by the convention.
Charles M. pray.
Every effort will be made to secure
Nebraska E. J. Uurkett and ijeo.
V. Norrls.
repossible
fullest
information
the
garding the policy of the present a
Nevada Geo. S. Nixon and ieoi,rc
and the various plan liartlett.
proposed for amending the land laws.
North Dakota P. J. McCumber
To this end prominent government
and T. F. Marshall.
', W, Fulton and W. C.
will be invited to attend the
Oregon
.
Haw Uy.
convention and take part in the
S..uth Dakota A. Ii. Kittredge and
The convention will be composed of W. H. Parker.
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105 North First St,

GREEN FRONT,

s

COMING!

Tonight's exercises .it the Elks'
opera house will bring to a close the
university's
busiest commencement
g
season. It has been .in
season In the fact that two graduMONDAY, MAY 13
ating exercises were held one for
the preparatory students and one for J. F. Stone's Sumptuous Production.
college students. The latter is the
commencement proper of the university. The program follows:
Music
Overture, "America"
Music

Orchestra.

Theo.

Moses

UNCLE TOM'S

Rev. J. C. Rollins
Vocal Duet, "liilv Three'..

Invocation

C. A.

Mesdames

M. C.

White

...CABIN,,.

Smith and H. J.

Collins.

Address

Herbert J. Hagermnn
Flute and Clarinet Duet.
Music
Showing under a mammoth water
Reauty"
Ripley
'Love and
proof lent, whli scaling capacity for
Orchestra.
Conferering of Degrees and Pre(HO t1lOII4llll JKOplc.
sentation of Diplomas
y,
president
Hon. Frank W. Clan.
A qKrlul train npHkrod for )ts
of the Board of Regents,
Awarding of
Prizes Announcean Immense stage;
ments
President of the University gorgeous fccmery: superbly realistic
luct'liniiieal elleets.
Music "A Song to U. X. M",
Selected
Music
Orchestra,
Kirk
Taeher,
t'shers Ralph
Ross, Errett Van 500 Reserved Opera Chairs 500
Bryan, Edmund
Bryan,
Hugh
Keller,
Cleave, Allan
Charles Lembke.
Music by Phillips' orchestra.
Class of 11)07.
HEAR THE NOONDAY CONCERT
Margaret
Department
Normal
Mary Keleher, Anita Manila Jasper,
Beatrice Murphy, Nellie Enola Nash, By Prof, llaywortlis' Ilanil of Twenty
Vlila Finney.
Solo Artists.
College of Arts and Sciences Kate
Carthage Cunningham, A. B.; liof
Ogilvie
lsobel
May Harseh, A. B.;
Niven, A. B.
8:30, ADMISSION, 25 AND 35 GTS.
begin
will
at
The exercises
with the university procession form-.
ed as usual and consisting of usher-regents
faculty,
and Show Grounds located at Fourth and
graduates.
speakers.
Railroad Avenue.
Class Dny.
Friends of the class of '07 gathered
In the assembly hall on the campu
yesterday morning to hear the das
Mis?
bring the faculty up for trial.
Isobel Nivin occupied the judges
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
bench, heard the testimony for and
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
nirainst each member, then pro "Sadie,"
the picnic wagon.
pounced awful Judgment or dispensed
RAMBROOK BROS.
mercy, one by one the faculty
t!2 .lohn Street
bv proxy. Elwooil Albright im Phone S9A.
Frank
personating the president;
Light, Dr. Welnzirl; Albert Clancy.
Prof. Esplnosa; Jessie Mordy, Mis:
Hicket, etc.. until each had been as
signed his rilace In hades.
Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin RoofTanks, Galvanized
Prof. Hodjln fared well, being the ing, Sheen-di- p
an
class officer, and he alone had won
Water Tanks, Pipe anil Repair Work
a
was
elysium.
It
envied place in
1- -2
cleverly prepared farce and the make
ups exaggerated In a ludicrous man
ner the peculiarities of the variou
instructors.
The class then led the way to the
campus, followed by their audience
During an
in curious expectation.
extended pilgrimage about the cam
nus. eiuht Btons were made and eight
memorials were set up in honor of
In large tracts. Title
each college and preparatory class
must be perfect.
The lournev finally stopped at the Address, Box 22, No. Zaklma, Wgh. U. S. A
huire nlle of stones in the main drive
wav. Here took place the closing
event of the program the unveiling
AcUoaiUm of the sun dial. Mis
ba
Cunningham made an Interesting talk
..resenting the dial to the university.
, ,. T,h, ,
few annreciatlve re
marks, accepted the gift in the name
of the regents.
Alumni Banquet.
The annual alumni banquet and
Dividends In the other fellow's
business meeting was held at the
university dining hall last night, with
pocket on the rent you are
banpresent.
the
fifty
After
over
paying.
speeches were called for by the
president of the Alumni association.
A small cash payment and
Responses were
Mr. ltov Stamm.
$20.00 a month will buy a
made by Dr. Tight. Tom Keleher. Dr.
Wroth, Dr. Welnzirl, Ralph Taschcr.
house, with bath.
Bryan, Prof.
Miss Pardons, ilnnh
Crum and Rev. Cooper.
The following officers weie chosen
REALTY CO.,
President.
for the ensuing year:
RalpU Tascher; vice president, Ma'.u
Building.
Armljo
ELDER,
J.
E.
Tway; secretary and treasurei. Tom
secretary.
corresponding
Keleher:
Hugh Rryan; chairman of the executive committee. Roy Stamm. Numerwere brought
ous Items of
up. the most Important of which w.i
the development of plans for cios-- r
relationship lieiwi.-the university
and its alumni. Inning next year
several meetings of The alumni will lie
held at Intervals to carry into effect
means for promoting the welfare f
their alma mater.

Highland Livery

208

West Gold

Waste Land
Wanted

j

The Albuquerque

Hatters

Huts Cleaned and IHoeked in
any stle I'uiiumas a
Clothing
steam
CU'UiK'd and I'resHCd.
to
Orders Attended
Promptly.
Spe-iliil-

UNION MEAT MARKET CHANGES

H. Wi.ll. nh.. si. for f..ur yenrs
resident of ibis city, bus closed 4
lf:il whereby he now becomes the
ouu.-of the L'lii'Hi M.nket. at 21
West tjol.l avenue.
lie will tiike
h irf?e of the market about May 16.
Although the Cnion Market is already a wide, awake business concern, conducted aloio; modern lines.
Mr. Wallenhorst's first announcement
to the effect that he will expend
considerable money In Increasing- its
futilities for serving Its old and new
customers and will put everything" in
p
shape.
Those who have known Mr.
are sure that be will make
a success of the business, commensurate with the growth which
is experiencing.
W. lioetting
has heretofore I.e. n
tinproprietor of the I'nioii Market
and has built up a good substantial
business.
I'ntler Mr. Wallenhorst's
management, however. It is expected
that the trade will be greatly increased.
He will leave nothing undone to
place the market In the "A" number
one class for healtbfulness and cleanliness, the first requisite of an
meat market.
A feature of the market under Mr.
Wallenhorst's management will be
the Installation of a first class, modrefrigerating plant and at) meats
jlj ern
A ill be kei.t in
perfect condition.
Mr. Wallfciihorst. w hen seen by a
Citizen reporter this morning, said
he would make the market one of
i

.1
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Wal-leiihor- st
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Me ('. V
South

the best. If not 1). very List. In the
city regardless of xpense. H. v. ill
arrange a special telephone servile
so that orders r.. ived at the n;.ir-il- l
ki t by telephone
receive just as
prompt attention - any other
The
l,cil.
telephone number is
"1 expect to ke. p the best nntiv
meats obtainable always in sto.-k.said Mr. Wallenhoi t. "and
will also
handle game and
of all varictit s
in season.
Salt meats and other
edibles ill this Hi e will also be of
the very best that tnone y can buy.
The tenderest corn-feKansas 1'ity
beeves will be received in daily ship- inents at the I'niori M'.iket.
Farm
chickens and other fowls will I e sold
at reasonable prices,
i;her lr
or undressed."
These are just a few of the things
that Mr. WaHenh.i st sa, s h- - will
guarantee in the I'niou .Market when'
he takes charge.
Those who have
known him are confident that he is
the man who knows how to conduct
A meat market and do it right.
Mr. Wallenhi.rst for several years
"has been employed by the film of
Siliw artzinau and With, where he
learned the meat business thorough-- !
ly.
As an employe he was alwavs
faithful, conscientious and anxious to
please all customers.
He wa. consequently very popular
with the :r.t.!e a .d I. as tie be.-- ! wish:!I if a l.uge id. lie of
es an k'i d
friends.
in wishing
The Citizen job s them
.
him the success he

'
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Staab Building

H. ANDRUS

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler
Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

I

io West Gold Ave.

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business
'HEN you pay all bills by check, your business ti recorded
accurately.
Each Hem shows for Itself. There is a cor-

W

rect record of all receipts and expenditures

book.

In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. You have posltlYS
proof that ygu paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

A. C. 1JILICKE

S. MITCIIEIJj Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

and JOIIX

The Hollenbech Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Courtesy and
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Under

Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
00SOK)K?00K)SO00S00

Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone
The
preaerrM
your health, prolong your Ufa
and protects your home.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less

A TELEPHONE

IX YOUIt IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

oooooockooooo

Comer

(

C0K)000K001
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FIAr SCREENS

Poor screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad- e

GROCERY

X L

I

RCAISTNG MILL
SUPERIOR
S EE OUR NEW JJKICK UUILDLNO

AND- -

Meat

Market

901 South

lit

N".

YOU NE13

l'lione

Wallenhurst, the New Proprietor.
Will Install New Refrigerating Plant
and Handle Best of Meat, Fish,
Fowl and Game of All Kinds.

s

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

and the worries fewer.

iy

Ave.
3rd St. &. Gold
580.

H. B.

Call and see our stock

ALBERT FA BUR'S

Ex-pr-

HANDS AND WILL BE REMODELED

all.

PORCH SHADES

10 per cent.

,

dele-Kate-

M

room to yonr home and
that room the most comfortable, serviceable room of

in th Housa."

C. F A Hen

1

I Frpp Phonographs Frpp

Most ComforUbU PUc

MTh

Ex-Go-

y,

Albu-.tieniu-

Vudor Miades will fire
yon a cool, secluded restful
retreat on the hottest dajt,
practically lidding anotta

epoch-makin-

o

fSS.

Cool

and rnlr-cr- .
of new

Program.

$9,-00- 0.

$ yS?55

i

fdilpinoiit

Exercises-Alum- ni

Banquet-Graduate-

n,

H.

Make Your
Hot Porch

Phone

(C0SOsKwO00bOwO

Edith

40

J.

A Banquet
at Every
Meal

SATURDAY SPECIALS
Oalif. Grapes, per can.
Jiic Calif. I'lurns, per can.
lilackberries,
Calif.
i'uc

15

j

Ir
lbs.

ran

Larfc'e i'l uncs
2Dc Gold l'ust, per

pkg..

S

O0OwO0iV30OlO0O

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

15c

15c
per can
;0c Calif. Cherries, per
15c
can
rit.
Charles
15c Calif.
10c
Cream, per can
15c Calif. I'ork and Beans,

4

BALDRIDGE

PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
BUILDING
Paint, Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALUCQVEKQVE, NEW MIX
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

We'll help you make every
meal a feast just the right
sort of food and the best of
it at prices that will swell
your saving account. Here are
the nicest, freshest groceries,
fruits, vegecanned goods,
tables, etc., In this market.
Xo'.e our liberal quotations.

i".'

C.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

10c
25c
20o

TRY US- RIGHT PRICES

BEST OF QUALITIES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

2M

NORTH SECOND ST.

ALBUQOEKQUE

PAGE SIX.

frame house and faces toward the
north where we can see the river or
what was once a river, for now that
river Is dried up and only the river
bed Is left.
There are hills quite a
ways behind our house, and the railroad also. It used to be my desire to
the
be always nt the track when
train passed so that I could wave
at the passengers. The rooms In our
house were two bed rooms, sitting
room, kitchen and dining room. It
accommodated four of us, my father,
mother, and little sister, besides my-

"WoUESlini and

U?e Home

self.

Being the only child for awhile

I

was allowed to do as I wished, so
I
did not go to school until I was
ten years old. My first school days

(lly tMilxrlnr Allnian.)
"Don't work ofT "lilRliiT education'
cflects on your lowly haiulinnlilen.
lest you come to Kiief." sighed a
popular young woman tn her nmt
confidential friend.
"I once lost an
automobile beau that way. and think
a
Kil l
lth sod il
what that means to
aspirations.
His nuto was no honk
wagon, but a real enough palace
touring car.
"But let me tell you how It
for I can see you are wonder-Iii- r
how he ever escaped.
When a
Rlrl meets a man who owns a tour-Incar. Just an ordinary gleam of
human intelligence tips her off to
exert (herself a wee bit to charm: you
know what I mean. Judicious Jollying',
sympathetic
listening.
best
clothes, hair dressers, and all the rest.
I don't even blush to acknowledge
stooping to Ktich allurements.
Touring cars have their compensations,
and the popular girl today has to be
up and doing, hire a press agent, and
all but run a bar to be a head liner
on life's little stage.
Slangy, but
it's true.
"Deftly I led him up to the polvit
ot railing for me for a morning spin.
Talk about the sport of Inducing a
trout to rise to the fly well, the
morning came, the auto did likewise,
and with It the man.
Picture me
upstairs In my boudoir struggling
contenwith one of those shoe-hor- n
tions (you gather my meaning,
with Irish point), and with a
brldey .looking auto veil draped
gracefully over my best bonnet. I
was in the seventh heaven of anticipation when the dusky handmaiden
put tn an appearance and announced,
A gemmen to see Miss Do'thy.' striking a Lady MacHeth attitude and
adopting a tragic voice I said. 'Tell
him I will be down anon.' 'YVhat'd
ju eay, Miss Do'thy?' gaped the bewildered servant. I gave her a severe look. Tell him (do you note
the stagey enunciation)' tell him I
As she hum
will be down
bled down the stairs I sprinkled a
r.
few drops of benzine on my
Just to be sure to have the
true motoring atmosphere on straight,
and sank gracefully down in a chair
to keep him waiting fur a polite
length of time.
"But what was that that burst on
my ears? A none too courteous slam
whistle, and
of the door, a
the chug, chug of a disappearing
motor.
" 'Twas too true ,alas!
He was
grone.
Kltchenward I sped me on
direst venpgance bent. Voices halted
Dusky handmaiden
me.
was explaining to dusky cook: ' 'Deed, I
done tell Mm nutlln' 'eeptln' what she
tol' me, and I could'n help It no ways,
kase he mak' myratlona aboot it.
Miss Do'thy say she be down In an
houah. I done tol' him Miss Do'thy
be down in an houah.
He look
sprlsed, then safygrous, lef his cyard,
aayln' he guess dey's some mistake,
and he cal lagln a week fum some
Tuesday.' "
hap-Tene- d.

s;

s

mou-chol-

fog-ho-
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pie In the rare old. fair old 'gold n
ili.ys. died quite as often from a
of doctors, as well as a complication of diseases, as they do nowadays, and furthermre. that It was
almost as expensive. Master Henri de
Momlexille. surgeon of Philippe le Itel
In his memoirs
of France- (13I6-132!writes of a little Incident that will appeal to present day readers surely. It
seems that some royal lady was seriously indisposed and a consultation
of all the wise doctors of the realms
was called hurriedly.
After much
coni-plicall-

wrangling and heated discussion they
arrived at a decision and had just
formulated a prescription for a sirup
for the suffering dame, when a belated colleague rushed in. He snatched up the diagnosis of the case and
read It with wise wagglugs of the
head, and then examined the prescription. Finally he added on to It
a berry to which his brother practitioners demurred, saying It was unnecessary. "Muttonhcads and oxen,"
exclaimed the doctor with true pro- I
could
fessional politeness, "how
conscientiously receive my share of
added nothing to the
the fees If
prescription'.'" How, Indeed'.'
1

"Oh. these housewives with the tidy
remania." exclaimed a physician
cently, "how many Ills are consummated in thy name!
he declared, "are Innocent little moleseules or atoms seeking only
a resting place, and not rushinw
about looking for appendicitis victims
or even trying to spread the lowly
These
measles.
this doctor continues, "settle down In
an obscure corner of the room, or
maphap on the newly acquired pian-ol-preparing to stay there and die
there, if necessary. But no! A trim
housemaid enters, and with a
passes of the hands pokes up
every vestige of dust in the room, and
as dust is the chief carrier of microorganisms, of course they move, too.
they settle down
until In
on the breakfast cereal or lay In
wait for the Innocent passerby on
whom or in whom they will lodge and
spread the latest discovered 'It Is' of
the profession."
Never dust the furniture at all, Is
the advice of this specialist, but if
you must use a damp dusting cloth so
the particles will adhere to it Instead
of floating In the air.
But the lady who possesses mahogany heirlooms or highly polished
furniture will wisely dampen her dust
cloths, not with water, but with some
oil. The street cleaning department
is also a public menace, runs on the
good man, and Its victims number
thousands. Streets, he avers, should
Hushing
be cleaned by a thorough
every twelve hours.
Micro-organism-

a,

few-air-

e,

Because

of various

typographical

errors an dother peculiarities, a

num-

ber of editions of the scriptures are
know n by curious nicknames. There is
the Bishops' Bible, the Breeches Bibb?,
the Bug Bible, Cranmers' Bible. Kars-to-Ed
Bible, Geneva Bible.
She Bible, . Knave Bible.
Printers'
Bible, Standing Fishes Bible, Thumb
Bible, Murderers' Bible, To Hemain
Hlble. Treacle Bible. Vinegar Bible,
and the Wicked Bible.
He-an-

and Holland especially, birds' eggs
are prized as delicacies. Among the
presents sent to Bismarck on his S3i'd
crows'eggs. of
100
birthday was
which the great statesman was Inordinately fond. Plovers' eggs are considered by connoisseurs to be a choice
edible, and are served in numerous
ways.
In the Holland markets all
kinds of large birds eggs are for sale,
presumably
for food, redshanks,
greenshanks and godwlts being the
most common, while the bright blue
egg of the heron and those of wild
It gave the writer a good bit of ducks may be occasionally procured
'heery comfort to discover that peo- - at a fancy price.

vere colds, and nothing but mascuplenty of
and
line handkerchiefs
'em suffice. Does she use her father's
or her brother's, like most unprinN :.
cipled sisters and daughters?
She purchases a dozen of
Indeed.
men's handkerchiefs for her own use,
and after the affliction is over she beShe
stows them on to her beloved.
even buys them with his Initial, a
glorified sort of an H.
Now. isn't
that devotion of a sort, though?
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Territorial!
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roll-cal-

An Apache Girl's Story
a few

dust.
and roamed over the land, receiving much
It Is so warm In the summer that
their education from naturewerealone.
uneverybody sleeps out doors. not
But they and their lands
only

fortunately discovered by the white
man. They were driven from their
lands and
hoinew, robbed of their
were made a dependent people, relying on the government for many
Knowing their food was to
years.
ie given to them they did not make
themany great effort to support
selves.
in
The Apaches Used to live
houses made of willow poles. These
poles were from twelve to thirteen
feel high, placed in the ground side
the walls thick
by side, making
of
to
enough
suit themselves.
course these were their own I. leas
were
The roofs
of architecture.
...e
made in a very rude fashion.
were laid as close as possl
willow
!le. then leaves or grasses were put
next, then over these they placed
earth.
Another kind of house, or rather
small liut.'is made In the same manner only having u round top and only
doorway and a canvas covering.
The place where the cooking is done
is similar but it only has three or
less walls. This is built so as to let
the smoke escape. Kadi rumlly nas
several of these houses.
Now we have seen the outside of
the house, let us go inside and see
what it Is like. First- there is a ed
jroom, the bed being- in some Cise
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LOOK ON ALL MIA

(By Dr. Klin. I. DcarlM.in.)
There 1s no way to illst Ingulsh be- ,r
11
tween the false ami the true.
M
The man who loves and rides
away may woo with ever evidence I
of sincerity.
A man has pronounced
his own
sex to be "deceivers ever" he makes
no reservation, and It Is well for a
girl to take all men at a man's estimate until the Individual has proven himself an exception.
Tile fact that a man proposes marriage Is not a proof of the sincerity
of his love, for, out of oq married men. only 40 confessed to having
married for that reason.
If one be versed in the lore of lover's eyes, she may read the truth
there, but a woman's Instinct Is her greatest guide and protection.
The mercenary mini and the impetuous man make short courtships.
When a man passes such 11 stock phrase as: "No woman ever came
into my life that could occupy the place In my heart that you do," he
winks at himself, and wonders If the girl will swallow It.
She may. but the chances are she has heard It before.
Whether
or not a man be sincere In his
he will tell some other
man everything.
There Is no exception to this!
Men vary only In weight and complexion.

Capital and Surplus, $100,000
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Women as Traveling'
Drummers
Kleanor C. Davidson. In the Chlcagn
Tribune.)
traveling
Do women make good
At the present time
"salesmen?"
they emphatically do not.
Is there a field for them? One of
the biggest fields in the world!
I say this only after
have had
six years of experience as a "traveling salesman."
During those six
years I have come to the conclusion
that If women would train themselves
In this work they easily would equal
men, and In many lines would outstrip them. I have figured that at
the present time there Is room for
10,000 women traveling agent In the
I'nlted States. If this Is so. why
don't women fill the positions?
Because, unlike men, they rely too
they don't
much upon their sex;
work hard; they don't begin right;
they don't learn their own business.
A woman who has an ambition to
become a "traveling man" should become thoroughly acquainted with the
line she Intends to represent. I have
found that petticoats carry considerable weight In securing trade, but
knowledge must accompany them.
The agent, woman or man, must be
able to talk his or her goods.
To prove that there are good traveling positions awaiting many women
I am going to give the history of
my own case. I was a stenographer
in a big plant that made prepared
paints. I was earning 12 a week,
but my ambition was to climb higher. One day I went In to the manager and I sahj to him:
"Mr. Brown, I want to go on the
road for you. I want to sell paint! '
He looked ut me In astonishment,
then laughed, then sobered up.
"Bv George, that's a new Idea," he
said." "I'll think about It."
The upshort of the whole thing
was that I began learning the manufacture of prepared paints. I didn't
1 put on an
do this from pamphlets.
old dress and went out among tne
grinding machines.
I went out in the factory proper.
I saw Just how tons of pressure were
employed in grinding the pigments;
I learned
that white lead was not

the only "base" and not the best;
I learned that there were other "thinners" than turpentine; I learned a
hundred things that equipped me for
the road.
Six months I spent In this work.
And when I started on my route, in
Illinois and Michigan. I had all the
fine points of ready mixed paints at
tongue's end. I even took a number of lessons in painting from a
professional painter so as to ue able
to describe the difference in appearance and protection of a building
coated with n cheap mixture and one
covered with a scientifically prepared
product. Succeed? I was successful
from the mart. And each year my
business has Increased.
I find that the trading public likes
to deal with women when the women
have sense and know their business.
Except In rare cases a woman al
ways can get business where a m.tn
can. and frequently she can get business where her rival of the opposite
sex cannot.
At least I find this so
among paint dealers.
The Instltu
Hon for which I work would place
a dozen women on the road during
the next year if they were of the
right kind. I dare say the 250 manu
facturers in the country would em
ploy 1,000 women if they could get
them.
Once I wns In a small Illinois town.
I was talking paint
to the dealer
when a local painter was standing
near. This painter, who made his
own paints, took offense at my talk
and butted In with a lot of remarks
which I could see were Influencing
the dealer, to whom I had never sold.
Finally I turned on the painter and
with some wrath said:
"I'll wuger you $10 I can take a
can of my paint and do a better Job
of painting than you can with this
stuff you're talking about. Mr.
(referring to the dealer) can be the
Judge."
Well, we performed the stunt on
one of the dealer's rear buildings.
The result was that I secured a $300
order from the dealer and he now is
And
one of my regular customers.
all this just because I knew how to
paint.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.
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readiest entrance to active employment that brought him daily In contact with lawyers and court proceedings.
The secretary .likes to discuss
He
newspaper work with reporters.
uses the shop terms with a familiarity denoting the former experience
In the business, and understands how
to outline a "story" for the 'Voys"
better than any member of the administration, barring only the man
lu the white luouse.
Sprains Quickly euiwl.
Bathe the parts freely with Chamberlain's Pain Balm and giv-- them
absolute rest, and a quick cure Is certain. For sale by all druggists.

Like Chief Justice Fuller, Secretary Wilson and other men high in
the public service and confidence,
Secretary Taft began his career as a
newspaper man. The first money
earned by him after being graduated
from Yale was as court reporter on
a Cincinnati paper, tne old Commercial Gazette, then edited by Murat
Haistead. Mr. Taft started at $6 a
week, and when he quit had worked
up to "twenty per." .AH the time
he was thus engaged he was studying law at night under his father's
direction. Necessity did not drive
him to the work, us his father was
a man of ample fortune, but the secretary chose It because It was the
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REALLY RELIABLE SHINGLES

food-value-

cannot bo excelled for roofing no matter what
house top covering Is proposed. We said "really
reliable shingles" advisedly because
that kind Isn't to be had every day
eery where. A glance at one bunch
In this yard will show you where to
Bt the rainproof kind. See us for
shingles.

Pabst

new-fangl-

BlueRibbon
The Beer of

Quality-I-

s

the most nourishing of all beers because it is
The
Dramatic
company, which has been showing rich in health-givin- g
food, and is made delicious
here the past several weeks, will 40 and
appetizing by the flavor and aroma of the
to Santa Fe next week.

Hon. J. H. Vaughn took charge of
I was born at San Carlos and be- Then there are a chair and a small the territorial treasurer's ollice yeslong to the Apache tribe, that lives table. The Moors are Just the bate terday. His bond was furnished by
made smooth and a aril o. C. Watson & Co.. general agents of
in the southwestern part of Arizona. ground
raising the It. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co., of
The Apaches were u nomadic tribe enough to sweep without
pile

in.

Huston-Frankli- n
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of straw and
blankets.
(From Talks and Thoughts.)
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The Jester shook his head and bells,
and leaped under a chair.
pages laughed, the women
The
screamed, and tossed their
scented hair;
The falcon whistled, staghounds bayed, the lapdog barked without,
The scullion dropped the pitcher
brown, the cook railed at the
lout!
The steward, counting out his gold,
let pouch and money fall,
And why?
Because the Jester rose
to say grace In the hall!
The page played with the heron's
plums, the steward with his
chain,
The butler drummed upon the board
and laughed with might and
main;
The grooms beat on their metal cans
and roared till they were red,
But still the Jester shut his eyes and
rolled his witty head:
And when they grew a little still,
read half a yard of text,
And, waving hand, struck
on
the
desk, then frowned like one
perplexed.
"Dear sinners all," the fool began,
"man's life is but a Jest,
A dream, a shadow, bubble, air, a
vapor at the best.
In a thousand pounds of law I And
not a single ounce of love;
A blind man killed the parson's cow
In shooting at the dove:
The fool that eats till he is sick must
fast till he Is well;
The wooer who can Hatter most will
bear away the belle.
"Let no man halloo he Is safe till
he is through the wood:
He who will not when he may, must
tarry when he should;
He who laughs
at crooked men
very
should
need
walk
straight:
o, he who once has won a name
may lie abed till eight!
Makes haste to purchase house and
land, be very slow to wed:
True coral needs no painter's brush.
nor need be daubed wHh red.
"The friar, preaching,
cursed the
thief (the pudding In his
sleeve).
To fish for sprats with golden hooks
is foolish, by your leave
To travel well an ass' ears, ape's
face, hog's mouth, and ostrich
legs.
He does not care a pin for t..ieves
who limps about and begs;
Be always llrst man at a feast and
last man at a fray;
The short way round, in spite of all,
Is still the longest way.
When the hungry curate licks the
knife, there's not much for the
clerk;
When the. pilot, turning pale and
up the storm
sick.
looks
glows dark."
Then loud they laughed.
the fat
cook's tears ran down Into the
pan :
The steward shook, .that lie was forced to drop the brimming can:
And then again the women screamed,
ami every staghound bayed
And why? because the motley fool
so wise a sermon made.
G. W. Thornbury.

i
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the chance to make a bloody
he got to going
words about like this:
" 'Gentlemen of the jury, the man
before you Is a soldier of the Lost
Cause, and has no apologies to make
for that. Wherever there was a hall
of bullets, he was in the storm. By
day and by night his keen sword was
ever flashing for the cause of his
honest conviction. Shot, wounded,
pursued he fought
back, giving
blow for blow like u mailed knight
at bay. In the dark hour of defeat,
or amid the sunlight of victory, he
l,
was ever there at
ready to
do and dare under that peerless leader that gallant cavalier of the south
the man honored and revered by
every Missourian of whatever faith or
party
er
General
what's his
name. Clem?'
"The prisoner's dark face brightened a trifle and he seemed to take
grim satisfaction in answering so all
Traveling Auditor C. V. SalTord
could hear:
has returned to Santa Fe from an
" 'Frank James, sir!' "
olticial visit to Lincoln county.
Gregory Page, of Gallup. Is In
ocmcocamcmocmcmcmcmo Santa
Fe on business, and was a visitor at tile capitol building.
off

speech. When
a lawyer as the shirt
good he used

fellow who holds something back," remarked an old lawyer the other day.
"Once upon a time I was assisting
the state In prosecuting a man for
The affair occurred In a
murder.
wild part of Macon county. The defendant, Clem Blazer, looked his
name. Ralph Chester, a young attransplanted from
torney recently
New York City to the wild and wicked west, had assumed the responsibility of saving the hangman a Job.
He understood that the Jurors were
soldiers,
mostly former confederate
or had sympathized with the south,
and as some one had told him his
client had seen hard fighting In the
southern cause. Chester was more
than hopeful that the coincidence
presaged good for his case. But
Blazer was a gloomy, taciturn fellow, and he resented
his lawyer's
I. tying too much Into his past hisChester, however, couldn't
tory.

1

micro-organisms- ."

There Is a maid In this town whose
devotion to her finance may have
temporarily eclipsed her sense of huIt l not generally known to housemor, but her practicability,
never. wives, but It Is a fact, nevertheless,
This gentle creature suffers from se- that In foreign countries. In Germany

as embarrassing

were at a little reservation school at
I (toon learned to speak
language.
After I had
remained a few months, my father
thought it best for me to go to a
larger school, anil decided that he
would let me go with a party of
children to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
When I got there I began to re
was far away from home.
alize that
I cried for many days, but my teach
ers' did all they could to comfort me
so I soon began to feel ut home. My
days nt Santa Fe were some of the
most pleasant of my school life.
One summer when I was at home
I heard so much of Phoenix. w hich
was nearer home than Santa Fe. that
I asked my father If I might go therV
and he said I could. 1 learned sewing, cooking, housekeeping and many
other things during the two terms I
stayed there. I had heard a great
deal about Hampton from a friend
of mine and so about a year later
I
came here with several other students from Phoenix. It is my aim to
he a teacher so that I nvay go out
Into the world and try to help other
people toward a better life and I
think that most of the Indian students here feel that they must go
among their people and help them to
be better citizens.
San Carlos.
the Faigllsh

EVENING CITIZEN.

tile Indians but also the white
people. In the sitting room, or where
the family all meet, there are chairs,
benches, a few pictures on me walls,
anil in a few of these homes you will
hud a sewing machine. lu the cene
ter of tile kitchen there Is a
where all the cooking Is done,
that Is in many of the homes. in
one corner are all the cooking uten
sils and a dutch oven. The dishes
in another place, a table at one end.
ami the provisions in another place.
The Indians are gradually coining
out of their old ways of living into
tne new ways or living.
and are
learning to earn their own bread, so
that this description does not Includ
all the Apaches, for some have quite
comfortable homes.
My father's occupation is farming
and in Arizona it is very hard, be
cause water is so scarce. Ilis prln
clpal crop Is wheat, which lie raises
on several hundred acres.
My childhood games were not like
white children's, playing with dolls
and keeping house: all the sports
which 1 delighted In were hiding.
Coasting down the smooth hillsides
and hunting.
My home was eight rolics rrom
was not a
San Curios.
Our hou-s- e
very large one and only one story
rooms.
live
high, bavin
It Is a
lire-plac-

first was thought to be a serious acci- meals.
dent Monday morning, when she fell
When ordering beer, ask for Pab6t Blua Ribbon.
backward off a porch at her home, a
distance of three feel, the small ot
by
her back striking against a sharp
piece of wood. Mrs. Baker was unAnd bottled only at the Brewery.
conscious for over an hour and il
was thought she was severely injured,
but she is now reported as improving
Ernest Meyers & Co..
rapidly.
U6 118 W. Silver Ave.. Aluuouernne

Made

Pabst at Milwaukee

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette

choicest hops.

The Pabst perfect method of Malting, Brewing,
Filtering and Sterilizing, makes Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer the perfect brew a pure, liquid food which
strengthens and gives tone to the whole system.
Md.
Baltimore.
Drink it for the health it gives, for the palatMrs. Phoebe Baker, a widow living able, satisfying flavor found only in Pabst Blue
at 4311 North Third street. Raton, V
M., met with a painful and what at Ribbon Beer. You will enjoy a glass at or between

(100 Reward. 100.
The readers or this paper will be pleased to learn that there Is at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure In all Its stages, and that
Is Catarrh.
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is the
only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional diseuse. requires a constitutional treatment. Hall s Catarrh Cure Is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
lilixxl and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing Its work.
T.ie proprietors have so much faith In its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any cm so that it
tubs to cure. Send for list ot testimonials. Address:
F. J. CHK.NliY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall Family PUls for coastipa- -
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
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FRESH AND BLUSH

INSPECTION

the Market So Early.

Cir. Coal and Second

Industrial Development In the
West Assures a Heavy
Volume of Business.

4

tory. As a rule, the roads are grea'-l- y
behind in their orders, with little
or on prospect of being able to catch
up for an indefinite period, although
deliveries of new cars are constantly
being received. Traffic continues to
increase at a faster rate than the facilities of the roads to handle It. The
Improvement that has taken place
arises more from the greater eajc
with which traffic can be handled
than In the winter months.
The opening of navigation has afforded some relief to the roads running eat from Chicago, but there Is
not one of them that has not far move
business than can be handled with
dispatch. The shipment of grain is
not so heavy as it was, but the loxs
along that line has been more than
made up by the increase in shipments
of manufactured articles.

"of course we are fresh." said
neat looking bunch of radishes at the
San Jose market, "but that's no objection to vegetables is it ? We have
but a short time to enjoy life and
why not enjoy It even at the risk of
being misunderstood.
No. we don't
like to be handled, it isn't good for
us.
"Why do we blush so?
I'll tell
you! We are ashamed of being so
cheap! Why some radishes are so
mortified sensitive, that is, at the
ridiculously low prices that they turn
a deathly white. Now you take spinach, for Instance, it has no pride
whatever. It Is green as the greenest
and It dnesn't care who knows it.
Radishes, and In fact, nil the tuber
varieties, are apt to be somewhat
vain ,but say, do you see that big
pickle in the keg over there? Well,
he's soured on the world, but still a
favorite with the ladies.
"Oranges?
oh, they're oo sweet
for anything, but the lemon is the
real cheese in the market Just now.
A box of lemons got so swelled yesterday that they burst the box. Why
is that, you say?
Because of the
"Lemon in the Garden of Iove,"
that's why. They think they are
descendents from the gazabo who
caused Adam and Eve to Inaugurate
the first moving day. And what do
you think I heard a lemon say to a
customer, who squeezed her a while
ago? She said, 'How dare von be so
familiar.'
Ain't that the limit?
"Oh yes, we vegetables get well
enough acquainted to learn contempt.
I will say, though, I think vegetables
and fruits ought to know enough to
keep their place. Now look at those
blackberries! What right have they to
be here this early?
That's what 1
call rushing the season! So long. 1
see a lady looking my way. That
means I'm to attend a dinner

Chicago, May 10. Nothing coulil
Engineer Broughton, who was bademphawize the development that has
the hands and face
taken plac in the west and south ly scalded about
west within the last few years to a( in a wreck near La Junta last Friday,
greater degree than the equanimity is still confined to the railroad hoswith which executive ami traffic of- pital at La Junta, and It Is feared that
ficial of the railroads regard the re- fie may lose one or two fingers. Mr.
ports coming from these sections con- Broughton states that he mourns the
cerning damage to the winter wheat loss of his favorite pipe more than
anything else.
crop. At one time such reports,
as they have been. In purt,
W. P. Matts, formerly chief clerk
at least, by the investigations of the
agents of the roads concerned, would at the local freight house, and now
have filled the officials with the great- traveling auditor of the Santa Fe
est concern, because they would have lines in Oklahoma, passed through
seen in their verification the cutting the city last night en route to 121
Paso.
off of all prospects for them of a prosperous year. Grain constitutes the
Stove Repairing.
W. K. Etter, superintendent of the
great bulk of their eastbound freight,
I can fit any stove made, gasolene
Fe,
of
Santa
division
Rio
the
Grande
stoves a specialty. D. Stokes and
and when there is a poor crop it
means exceedingly hard times for the and Payson Ripley, trainmaster of the company, 411 West Railroad avenue.
same division, with headquarters at
roads.
Albuquerque
I.OVIMVS GUARANTEED Pl'KK
Now the reports referred to cause San Marela), were in
ICE tllKAM AT VAXX S.
no alarm. They are received with yesterday.
dethe utmost indifference, because
velopment has progressed to that
stage where the roads are sure of
enough business to keep them reasonably busy though the wheat crop
E
of the year should prove an entire
failure. The west is rapidly becoming a manufacturing section. There
is hardly a town of any importance
that does not contain a number of Important industries.
These are of a
diversified character, and are shipping
their products all over the country.
in its
This business also Is two-fol- d
nature, because it creates a demand
The Turquoise has today the larg two veins nnke up In an ore deposit,
for raw material, while it furnishes
body yet exposed which is believed to be the richest
a large tonnage of the Mulshed pro- est and richest ore
the district, says the Orogrande ever opened in the district and ore
duct, and keeps the cars running full
opening,
l'imes.
ore that runs that is broken with scarcely an effort.
In
Into as well as out of towns in which
from $1,000 to $1,400 per car, net, A single shot keeps a crew mucking
these industries are located. This is at
the
has
smelter
been shipped, so for over half a day. The ore body
one great cause of the congestion that
it has paid all of the expenses Is so wide, and the ground so soft,
has existed on all the roads for th that
of development, opening and opera that It has to be timbered at all
last year or two.
and leaves a handsome profit times.
Indeed, the roads will regard the tion,
The Incline winze following the
production of less grain for a year to besides.
ore body ranges from 4 to 50 incline vein. Is thirty feet lower than
come with something akin to relief. perThis
cent in Copper content the ore the hole on the vertical and it shows
It will be good for them because un shipped
8 per only one wall
all of - It ran
and there Is from
til they can Increase their facilities cent, and the ore now about
on the plats 7 to 10 feet of a vein In sight, that
for handling traffic considerably any will run from IS to 20 per cent In shows
eight per Cent copper as a
further increase thereof will cause the red metal.
minimum of value, and from that on
A conthem loss rather than gatn.
on the value of the
ore up Into the pictures.
Rased
gestion of traffic increases the ex- already shipped, the Turquise
has
There are .streaks of siflphiile cutpense of handling it enormously.
more actual value exposed in its ting through the green and blue car
That there will be any dearth of workings today than any olher mine bonates that run over 50 per cent
In copper.
traffic for at least a year to come,
the district.
The shaft of the Turquoise is of tnose two winzes later, for better
officials say is an utter impossibility.
There is now. enough in sight to ket'p two compartments, and is down 140 those two winzes biter. for
etter
them reasonably busy for the next feet.
ventilation purposes, and this will
From this, at a depth of 10 feet give additional sloping ground equal
twelve months under any conlingen
level was run north
and south, to the ore already exposed In the
cies that may arise. The entire west
nd two winzes sunk one forty and drifts in the level above.
ern section of the country is phe
In addition, the main shrift Is to
nomenally prosperous, and it would the other seventy feet deep.
A vertical vein runs
north and be sunk to the two hundred foot
take a prolonged season of disaster
through
properties
an
outh
point
the
and
and that work Is in progress
to affect seriously present conditions
and now from which point drifts are to
or cause anything approaching hard Incline fissure runs northeast
southwest. Both veins carry high be run to get under the same ore
times.
values in copper, the vertical vein bodies.
yielding the greatest profit.
Rut the work Is not to stop there,
WESTERN JVUII'lf IS
It was on the vertical vein that a other drives are to be made, to open
t OMI'l.l'.TED IX 1TVII st ope
was
up
made,
six
and from which
still more ground, and increase
n May 2 the Western l'acilic
of ore were sliljiped. This vein the tonnage of ore In sight.
which is to form the last link cars
For the past six weeks two shifts
sys was followed north, and at the cross
in the Gould
of the incline it narrowed
and have been employed in the property;
tern, was completed across the state ing
gave
every
appearance
deadened,
now
and
shifts are uusy
three eight-hou- r
if Utah to the Nevada stale line, and of turning,
merging with the in breaking, moving, and hoisting ore,
the accomplishment of this section of cline vein, and
which carried excellent while the sorters are busy constantlthe work was made the occasion for Veins.
y, and a procession of teams are
an exchange of compliments between
Manager Maker drove on beyond buwlly engaged dragging the product
Chief lOiigineer IS. (i. Hogue and Gov the junction raised came Into ore. of this property down to the railroad
Mr and then, going back on the junc at this point for shipment to the Kl
ernor John C. Cutler, of rtuh.
Hogue wired to the governor Inform- tion, started a winze.
There were Piiso smellers.
ing him of the completion of the line those who shook their heads, but his
As the ore is followed to the north,
Cutler
across his state and Governor
inswer was. "It must be there it the sulphides grow In quality ana In
wired back his congratulations and is."
richness.
It whs and with the goods.
It Is expected within tne next fifty
his hope that the balance of the work
He first caught it at twenty-fiv- e
would be brought to an equally suc
feet that water will be encountered
speedy
feet below the level of the drift and the ground 1s very damp now and
conclusion.
cessful and
Contracts have been placed for the it commenced to widen at once at if sufficient can be developed, a conentire line of the Western Pacific and forty feet, it measures from 0 to 7 centrator will oe Installed, and much
et in width, and only one wall in of the ore, which Is amendable to
at the present rate of progress there sight.
that method, will be concentrated,
is every indication that the road wil
North, it Is higher in sulphide, and since 1t will go twelve into one.
be ready for operation In July, 190S
copper glance which
shot
with
For the amount of money expendruns the values up Into the clouds ed, the facility with which it Is mined
LINKS STILL SHOUT OF
times.
and the returns it gives. It is doubt- (.rowing THAI I1C fit There
ix)
are streaks of black oxide of ful whether there is another like ore
Chicago. May 1U. While the car copper,
pot
It.
that can
ttntt are showing In the territory
hooks of
and
upply question was Improved great
Compare. In the matter of value, with
ly from what it was in the winter sent up by the bucket full.
At forty feet, the junction of these that of the Turquoise today.
months, it is still far from satisfac

OED TURQUOISE

MIN

HOUSES

BIB BODY OF COPPER ORE

trans-continent- al

hail

Jest a Word

10 HE

Have you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read care
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's your chance.
A complete line of garments that for style,
nobby
tatterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
by
ui, excelled; manufactured

Miss Lemon Can't See Why Sewing
Machine
Agent's
Blackberries Should Be on
Bond Is Placed at

W.Y.Frulrelle Furniture Co

UPON CROP

OVER

IS

$500.

daily.

New goods

DE-

BOMB

PAGB SKVTO.

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

Will prove to the most
skeptical that our line
of Rugs, Carpets and
Linoleums is beyond
comparison both in
quality and price.

ROADS NO LONGER

STEWARD

GET! JACK

RADISHES

WHEN

A CLOSE

PENDENT

EIOTNQ CITIZEN.

ALbryUEfiQUE

1W7.

tlS

Jack Steward, the ca;timd sowing

Kohn Brothers

atc

machine agent, who
ninled wltn
a horse and wagon beluiKing to the
Singer Sewing Machine company, was
given a hearing before Justice of the
Peace George Craig at 4 o'clock yes-

Chicago
CliOTHIXG.
An opportunity to get such, exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.
UNION

terday afternoon.
Steward pleaded
not guilty to the chant- - ,,f larceny.
He said the horse belonged to a man
tl
named Garcia, not to Die sewing ma1
chine company.
Manager Goss, or the Singer company, and Assistant Marshal Kennedy
appeared against the prisoner.
At
Corona Steward assumed the name
of Hewitt, and at first denied that he
was the man wanted. Later he confessed.
Chief Me.Millln said that he had
found a stolen sewing machine which
Steward had sold In this city for I Hi.
Steward admitted that he traded oiT
the wagon to a man lamed Carroll
at Corona and got $20 to hoot.
Said Justice Craig: "There is no
question but that you tried to get
away with the property. You must
be held for the grand Jury, and i can.
When she first came here iMrs.
will place you under a $,riU0 bond.
Cohon's mania was to live In a tent;
then she wanted to be taken to the
After living in a tent a
mountains.
GRADUATION AT MENAUL
week she decided to go to Raton, but
the authorities there refused to allow
her to live In that place. After being
SCHOOL NEXT WEEK absent four or five days she returned
to Albuquerque.
Since returning her only wish has
been to see her two children and husCOMMENCEMENT EXKKIISES BE- band In Chicago. According to the
GIN WITH I1ACCAI.AI ICEATE
police, she has Improved considerably
SKRMON ON SI N DAY.
during the month that she has lived
in this climate.
Reglnuing with the baccalaureate
Special rubber tired folding gocarts
sermon on Sunday, the Menaul
up. Futrelle Furniture Co,
school, conducted Just north of this $2.50 and
For stomach troubles, biliousness
city by the Board of Home Missions
of the Presbyterian church, will de- and constipation try Chamberlain's
Liver Tablets. Many
vote the coming week to commence Stomach andcures
have been effected
ment and graduating exercises. An remarkable
Samples
25 cents.
Price,
by
them.
interesting program has been pre
free. For sale by all
pared, as follows:
Motto "Success is labor crowned."
Card signs, "Rooms for Rent,"
Sunday, May 12, 2; 20 p. in. Bacca "Board,"
etc.. for sale at the office of
laureate address.
Evening Citizen.
Monday, May 12. 2 p. m. Field dav The
o
Monday, May 13, S p. m. Class day
TO
WK WILL 111! PLEAKKD
rep.
8
14,
Tuesday, May
in. Junior
II WE- YOU CALL AXI EXAMINE
ceptlon to seniors.
OI IL 1MCTI RES. WTO HAVE THEM
Wednesday, May 15, 2 p. m. Com- IX
STYLES AXI
NUMEROUS
mencement.
WOLFE STUDIO. 115 S.
SIZES.
I'oinnicnttMiif'iil,
SECOND STREET.
Selected
Music Piano Solo
Miss Mary Menaul.
WE MAKE THE LATENT NOVEL- Dr. H. C. Thoins in TIES
WOLFE
Invocation
PICTURES.
IX
Selected STUDIO.
Music Spanish Solo
T. D. Romero.
Salutatory and Oration "ImmigraEll T. Martinez
tion"
Chorus
Music "Fairyland Waltz"
Selected
Music Piano Solo
Mary
Menaul.
Miss
:
Oration and Valedictory "Wanted"
Deltldo C. Cordova

mi Jo

Double Quartft
Address and Presentation of DiMusic

"Good-Rye"-

..

GQHON IS GETTING

UNEASY

AGAIN

AI.TIIOI (ill APPARENTLY Ml'fll
RESULT OF
IMPROVED AS
JIER STAY HERE. SHE WANTS

right."

TO GO TO CHICAGO

here

Tou'll find them

"Just

-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER 8TABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
IN THE CITT
TOURNOUTS
BEST
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Don't Pny Alimony,

to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for it it

vou keep your bowels regular with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action Is so gentle that the appendix
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggists.
25e Try them.
E

KILL the COUCH
AND

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

CURE TMBLUNC8

408 Watt Railroad Avaaaa

No

breaking in

Dr. King'!S

WITH

Nov; Discovery
SOoASI.OO
Fr Trial.

OUGHSani
OLDS

Surest and Uuickest Cur for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or HONEY BACK.
MOTT'S

needed

Prlca

0NSUMPTI0N

JAP-A-LA- C.

PENNYROYAL

PILLS
trrf

They or room Wpaknns,
nrli and ootid lon,lnaiwM
k
nt bantkb "(mini of mrnlru
'
S

Wlai:
rOE CA11)

tiun." Tliej n I,lffe Saver'
to frlrlf tt womanhood, aiding dr
and body. NP
velnnmrnt of ora-anjiaia
known rmr'y for women
t"m- Cannot do harm Ufa to
ciimw 1

blrniir, ftl p

HOTT CHEH1GAL

ANN A BOH.

BY

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL

BSTAT

LOANS.

"It bends
with the foot"

yl' J

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from
the start.
The burning and aching

caused by stili soles and the
evils of thin soles are pre
vented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
comfort. "
A stylish

thafs

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldln

A. E.

WALKER,-rim-

m

INBURANCm

Secretary Mutual Bntldlng Aaaow
tlon. Office at 217 West

MAUGEr
VJOOL

W. E.

with Raube and Maucer
US North First Sc
ALBUQCERQUE, N. M.

Office,

rOTI

A

ORAOI

Dealer In Groceries, Provisions, Ha
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquorsand Cigars, place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH TH.RD ST.

THIRD STREET

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

1

"Just

Fine Clothing &

absolutely
comfortable

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

priced

MAN Furnishing
DELL

M.

NOW.

"I want to go home to my husband
and babies," said Mrs. C'ohon, the unfortunate woinun who was sent here
nearly a month ago, In the last stages
of tuberculosis, yesterday afternoon.
During the inclement weather slWhen
living at the ity hail.
a reporter found her she was crying:
away
my
chilwas
from
"I never
dren ho long before. I'm going back
to them, if I have to get down on my
knees and beg the money to buy my
ticket. I feel so much better, since
thin
coming to Albuquerque, that
I could stand the Hip and recover."
"Whv. it's snowing in Chicago,"
She answered
was told the woman.
with a toss of her head and
of her feet:
"I don't care it it is raining pitchforks. I want my babies and to see
my husband. Thai's all 1 want, and
I'm going to thein, Just as soon as I

right"

right."

shoe
Aimoii nccnieiit

$23.00.
te

9 mm

Judge Ira A. Abbott
Music Song, "Come to the GreenMexico City anil return $340,25, April
By the School
wood"
lifith to May I8U1. Limit July SI.
Norfolk, Va., and return. 15 day limit,
$58.75; sixty day, $72.90; season
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
limit, Dec. 15th, $87.45.
"Our little boy had eczema for five
years," writes N. A. Adams, Henri- Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
employed
being affected.
We then
June 1st to Sept. 30, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31, 1907.
other doctors but no benefit resulted.
By chance we read about electric bit- Columbus, Ohio, and return, $$7.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
ters; bought a bottle and soon no19th nnd 20th.
Return limit June
ticed Improvement . We continued
bottles
5th.
several
this medicine until
were used, when our boy was com- Dickson. Tenn., nnd return, $62.75.
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
pletely cured." Best of all blood medPinal limit, June 2d.
icines and body building health tonics.
Agent.
T. E.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c

to

$12.00

furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just

plomas

IS.

MARK

Moat Market
If: 8i,

ttunt

KtJ Ota

Colt Blutktr,
S4.OO

Oxfords,
$3.50
High Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

O. A. SLEYSTER

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Kinds of Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KIJKNWORT
Masonto Building, North Third

AU

Railroad Avaoua

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Block;
Albuquerque. Telephone No. lit.
Give til your ROUGH DRY wor,
Monday, and get it back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
I'lieeaMiig Work Kcrim Is
strong and Healthy.
All the blood in the body passes 11
through the kidneys once every three
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood B
They work night and day. When U
healthy they remove about &00 grains
of Impure
matter daily, when un H
healthy some part of this impure mat
ter Is left in the blood. This brings If
on many diseases and symptom!
fl
pain in the back, headache, nervous
A
ness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout
gravel, disorders of the eyesight and
hearing, dizziness, irregular heart, H
dtbility, drowsines. dropsy, deposits
in the urine, etc. Rut if you keep the
filters right you will have no trouble
with your kidneys.
J. W. Wur, living at 71 Eleventh
street, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
had trouble off and on with my back
for ;i lor.g time. For two years
could not straighten after stooping H
without help. As long as I would re
H
niuin in an erect position I experlen
ced no difficulty of any kind but the
X
least strain or tension brought on to
the muscles of the loins, caused me to H
fjffer severely. I tried different rem
tdies, but no relief of any kind wa
obtained until about two years ago I
of poan's Kidney
chanced to
i'Uls, procured a box and began usir.g
them. The result was a complete and
permanent cure and one which lias
betn permanent up to the present
time. 1 feel more than justified in B
vouching for the value of Doan's Kid
iit-pills hnd on unnumerable occa
fions I have strongly advised their
use to those suffering with backache
cr kidney trouble."
For B.U-- - by all dealers Price '(
Fotter-MiibutCo., Buffalo. N. V
K
Kole figents for the United States.
name
ana
Remember the
lioan i
take no other.
BQ
li
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n
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Its Location

EELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY ISO BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

!

a B n H fi

TO BELEN, H. M.

Pies.

WM. M. BERGER,

0
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Railway Center

0 0012
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B
H

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

n
n
b

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

B

ALL

n

a
a
a
a

S,

Im-

u

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERM3
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
ONE-THIR-

B
fl
fl
fl

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

8

fl

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

fl

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

SeCj
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roa right.

ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING CITIZEN.

ritlllAY,

HIGHLAND

UNIT.

Looks Right

I

lantnn .lane Sander.
Mrs. Kinnia Jane Sanders, a resident
of
Albuquerque
for some
V
months, died this morning from pulMl-f- ll
monary
She S
trouble at her home.
i:tiii:ii roii ast.
Is survived by a husband
and five e
children.
The Sanders came her"
.
Colo., May 10. Fair
western Kansas for the woman's
anJ Saturday, rising tempera- from
health. The funeral will be held toture.
morrow
afternoon
from
Adams'
OUR
from h pel. at 2:30. with IntermentHam-In
arrived
II. .1. H.igeiinan
Fairvlew
cemtery.
Rev.
The
."aula Fe this morning on the flyer.
ii
mond, of
Iook their hrst on i iniaht. sunny Pumlny mnrnlnff. To scar a pair Ji William A. Keleher has ueceele,l ottL'i.'ite. the Methodist church, will
city
of
as
the
clerk
M.
Sullivan
O.
It.
m
surely
economy
will
It
nilsplurecl
as
Is
runty
a
time
shoes at ouch
of
school board.
The snnpplest ami best built X
spoil both your ilies ;md temper.
Mack, In "Around the
Murry
phoes ami nxfiii. the pugest variety, too, are here.
Town," will come to the F.Iks' opera
2 house on Thursday, May 23.
JIFA'S snoi;s
Fred Huning and Walter Cornell,
l
1
3'
Wf
M;iv
1.1th.
il t
general merchants at Los Luna, are
MKVS OM OKI).
h'i lin k sharp, at the new Kaynold'
in the city on business.
, r,
'" 1,0
avenue,
buildiim.
East Ifailioa.l
J Gen. Charles F. Easley, attorneyspent
for
1
will sell the entite
furnishings of
1
the Santa IV Central railway,
II Shirk's
at
Mrs.
Josie
home,
Hubbt
on
business.
today In Albuquerque
In
public
Goods consist
The skating rink will , open Satur- part of auction.
range, refrigerator,
Thursdays,
Tuesday.-day, and run on
B
dining
sideboard,
chairs,
table
and
Saturdays and Sundays each week.
dishes, glassware, bookcase, writing
the
of
Captain C. C Carr, president
desks, chiffonier, iron, brass and oa'
Mountain Lumber company, bed, chairs, rockers, rattan chairs
Zunl
went to Denver last night on train and settee, birdseye maple dressers
No. , to tranact business.
and washstanls. parlor furniture in
Special sale at Mrs. roverdnle'"! fact. I1.U00 worth of good furniture.
millinery parlors, 220 . North tiolde Ms. Jersey cow, Just fresh; price no
avenue, Saturday, May 11. Tweuty-tiv- . onslderatlon to anyone who wants a
jood cow.
per cent oft on all trimmed good-inspect Tuesday before
ale.
1
Ceneral Superintendent Ft. J. ParH. S. KNIGHT, Auctioneer.
ker of the western grand division at
La Junta, and Division Superintendoru K(.i:taih.i:.h arkFRI-S- II
ent Kurn. of Las Vegas, stopped at ways
KEPT PF.RIIX'TLY
Albuquerque today.
1
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on oi it im vrAiv and Tin:
v
was
A marriage
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to
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WE
RIKTY
COMPLETE
K
to
Walker
by Probate Clciek
WOMKA'S oxroitns
i.ro t 3..V)
Fill! TOMORROW.
tanlslado M. Montoya. awed - 4. ol CN MVKEIT.
1.6.1 to 5.00
WOMEN'S SHOBS
CELERY. CAl'l.l-- I
lENS. I.E'PI'l'CE,
Los Candelarlos, to F;a ncesca Jaia-mill- STRING
(.REE.N
LOWER.
IIEAO
aged :i'J. of Albuqiiercpue.
SIMMER NOA'ASH.
several CHILI.
carrying
A special train
THE .MONARCH GRtKTTtY CO.
O
hundred Dunkanls from Pennsylvania
OHD
C
0
will arrive in Alubquerque this aftSPECIAL SALE
sVlllilllV'S
n
are
They
o'clock.
ernoon at
T. Y. MAYNARD
OEO. W. HICKOX
route to the Pacific coast to find new Fancy Creamery Butter, per pkg. 3 3o
ZWEIGART
HERMAN
They spent one day at Santa 12'-..homes.
10c
pkg. of Oat F'lakes
Fe and are also stopping at all large 2 pkgs. of Grape Nuts
25c
PROPRIETOR
S
15 c. g
1 cans of Corn
cities on the way west.
HICKOX-MAYNAR- D
25c
William Randolph Hearst, the pro- 2 cans of Californai Grapes
Phone 185
prietor of the New York American, 3 sheets of Tanglefoot Fly Paper 05c 8 Arno&Coal
20c ?
New York Journal. Chicago Ameri- 2.1c pkg. of Postum Cereal
8
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
can, San Francisco Examiner and llalslns, per pkg
09c
newspapers Tapioca, per pkg
09c roexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
other great
several
passed Vermicelli, per pkg
country.
the
throughout
09c
on Pancake Hour, per pkg
through Albuquerque yesterday
11c
Mr. Hearst Pearl Barley, per pkg
his way to California.
06c
Send in Your Watches for Repairs
family.
by
his
accompanied
was
07c
Baking Soda, per lb. pkg
N.
O.
A.
A.
Temple.
Two 25c pkgs. Washing Powder 4 5c
Haliut Abvad
M. S.. J. C Ferger, recorder, adopts
Hose.
us
See
for Garden
this means for thanking the following
THE ARCH FRONT
SOUTH SECOND ST.
THE MAZE.
named' firms for services rendered
WM. KIEKE, Propr.
last week in assisting In welcoming
viHltlus; Shrlners: Gross, Kelly & Co.
Hothenberg & Schloss Cigar Co.. The
I HE
115-11- 7
WOLFE STVniO IS NOW
hlrnest Myers Company, the Consoli
OPEN I'OIC 1USINESS. AT NO. 115
dated Liquor company and the Stern SOCTH SECOND STREET.
Between
Schloss Cigar company.
-- oVVXX'S NEW FOCNTAIX FOR
Joe E. Sheridan, United States mine
Inspector for New Mexico, was an ar HEAL COLD DRINKS.
rival In this city last evening from
The most reliale shoe polishes for
his Silver City home. He left today
Mr. black, tan. gray. pink, blue or white
for (lallun on olllcial business.
Sheridan savs that the mining Indus shoes at C. May's Shoe Store, 314
try all over this territory is enjoying West Railroad avenue.
tiie most prosperous days of its his
BLACKBERGroceri' , Meats, Poultry, Best tory.
STRAWBERRIES.
The Burro mountain district
RIES. ORANGES. GRAPE FRIT T.
in Grant county is especially prosperLucca Olive Oil
ous and Silver City Is rapidly grow BANANAS AND APPLES.
THE MONARCH GROCERY CO.
ing.
o
After a prolonged Beige of wan I'nmlcemnl Diamond Brooch.
derlust, King Kawlins, the elghteenA beautiful diamond brooch retalU
son of W. K. Rawlins of the at $325 left on our hands unredeemvear-ol- d
The Champion Grocery Go.
Postal Telegraph company, has re- ed, on Rale in our show window only
turned to Albuquerque and will work $200. Rosenfleld, the pawnbroker,
Young
MATTEUCCI BROS.
for the Santa Fe railroad.
worked before the mast on US West Railroad avenue.
4
W. Tijeraa Ave.
Pbon Si. aRawlins
merchantman ami visited many
THE BIG SALE
Btrange places in the Orient during
Is now going on at the Cash Buya cruise, which lasted eighteen
he ers' t'nion. Be sure and get some of
months. Among the countries
visited are China. Japan. Australia, these big bargains:
$2.95
Amigo $3.50 shoes
Borneo.
Hawaii, New Zealand and
GO.
$2.50
Barton Bros." $3.50 Shoes
Big lot of $2 Shoes, large size.. $1.35
Girls; $1.35 and $VD0 Shoes,
THE TIME HAS ARRIVED

PERSONAL

8H

iiiLni

find Hart Shaf- Vi ou'll
ner and Marx clothes
not only right

Ubw

oh

ht

OXFORDS

10.

MORTUARY

LOCAL AND

DAINTY

MV

in looks,

MARKET

and SHOES j

but right in making and
in style. These clothes
keep shape; tailored right

i

We price them right.

S20.00

I

to

1

Native and
Kansas City

six-ho-

j

f

Of course you can buy
suits for less money and
right here if you wish
but we want to impress

j

on your mind that a few
extra dollars spent on a
H. S. & M. is the very
best investment you can
make.

Spring Lamb

al

Copyright

ZHHZldZimZZ

&

c

I

1907 by

Hart SchatTner

I
I

CO.

Just received, some Roys' and
Youths' nice suits at very attractive prices.

Call

Marx

and see them

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Via

MM IE IENORTH FIRST STREET

fa

Railroad and Coppir Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

Large Measure
Heavy Weight

WATER
COOLERS

fa

LAWN
MOWERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

it
fa
il

TREE PRUNERS

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

1321-32-

3

W.R.R.Ave.

VJJZzr
V".v.p.-'

Line of

,

AM"AI.
OFU SKVKXTII
BARGAIN SAI.K IN PIANOS
AMI ALL MIMCAl.

IOIl

.

-j-

Savin
Ice Pads

.

j-dy

erators

most
'complete
in the city

Jiy?r3Pj

jj

X

Cream
Freezers
Daven'

1
1

l

Watery

ft

Coolers

Filters

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
jour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

0.: AHM.X5I"

AVE.
We Invite

to po.oo a

FOR SUNDAY DINNER
Young Turkeys, Ducks and Geese
Broilers, Springs, Hams

ILiSIV.VOIV Mil

AT

e

need.
The Season's Newest
and Latest.

NURSE.

A. II, Meyer,

16

l.

South Third

m

sV

The Reliance Electrical;

;

Good

Lean Hertzog,

i

:

l

.

:

I

:s).--

-

, . I TVTlCIs?

St 2 North Second Street
Specialty of

el

122 South Second

Ae.

Wholesale Distributors

MISS C. P. CRANE

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and'

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Manager

WH8TMEY COMPANY 8

Admitted Free

5v

iI

l iftIf
i ii
X1

GOLD)

Is

m.

Not Made by the Trust

0

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer,Cost
- - -

Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

R.R.

AND

E0U6HT.

SOLO

EXCHANGED

Attoelatlon Otflct
Trdasaetlont
Cusrsntt$o

HOSENFIEID'S,

118 W.

R. R. Are

0

Harvesting Machinery

k

"T.
v&a

Ss'lfZJL

AVE.

TICKETS

$

...

New Line Just Received

H

$15.00 to $30.00 Per Suit

The IDEAL SHOE STORE
214 West Railroad

Music-La- dies

TNl I

Stout, tall, short or thin our
made Suits and Overcoats
will fit you, for these tailors have
made a study of odd Figures for
fifty years, and have cut patterns
that will fit them stylishly, just as
they should in the proper places. A
try-o- n
is all you have to do about it.

uur specially

if
.

Store

High Grade Shoes

'

f

Ideal Shoe

Is the place for fashionable and timely
footwear.

Comp&ny

prj

If You Have an Odd Figure,

U?2

This Space Reserved for

VANX'S

Suit

STEIN-BLOC-

3

mmm. m

Sample line of knit underwear for
men, ladles, misses und children.
Sold Iwlow manufacturer's cost.
LION STORE.

Tsl

Just what you
want.
Just what you

All
Our oultry is received here fre.sh Saturday morning.
buying elsewhere.
fat, prime stock. Call and insMH-- t

OHM fill1

o

BI'FFAM) IM XCII
NEW FOUNTAIN.

.......

spring luttiiciiir fi.oo
L

mit

LATEST NO ELITES.
New things in belts, hand bau bat
plus. nwkHPur, fancy combs niul
burette arriving daily.
I.IOX STORE.
FRESH TOMATOES. NEW POT A
PEAS,
t'All.l
TOES.
GREEN
FLOWER AND ALL THE HOME
YEGETABLES.

Mr.

......

ROUS

IDE

latest sole In waists. t.klrt. ki- inonas, silk HtticoutH, silk JacUels
und long coats.
I.IOX STORE.

THE

119 West Gold

it

None Better

-t

ELKS.
lodge room at T o'clock
Meet
sharp Friday morning to attend the
funeral of Brother Cavanuugh.

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

m

s

$1.00

2

Ladies' Oxfords, all reduced.
$3.00
Ladles' Waists, 25c to
$6.50
Ladies' Skirts. 50c to
price.
Imported Chinaware, half
15c
Pkg. Coffee. 1 II)
3 cans No. 2 Tomatoes
25c
And hundreds of other bargains.
Come and look.
with clean
WANTED Good men,
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good territory In New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Managers. Commercial Club building.
WANTED Position as Job composi
tor in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.

In

Just Arrived

EVERITT

Many people in this city and
throughout the entire territory can
testlfv that our big annual sale In
Pianos means something. (They took
advantage of the piano buying opportunity offered at one of these
sales.)
IF YOF ARE I X TE 1 1 KSTF. I In a
GOOD PIAXO. a piano tnat Is guaranteed. A PIANO RARGAIN. Call
at once and Inspect our stock. It
will only cost you a few minutes'
time to "investigate.
LKARXARD & LI N'DEM ANN.
The Square Music Dealers.
Established, 1900.
Now on sal ut u great suvlmt. samfor
ple line of muslin underwear
ladle- -, lnis-sami children.
MOX STORE.
o

XH

'

9to

sizes

Tinners

Refrig-

is the

i

HARDWARE

Alaska Refrigerators
Our2

fa

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

622-62-

it
it
fa

0

Write

Mouth rirut
It3, Ot,It 9.403,117.North
riratmtroot

!

1

"c
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Albuquerque, Hew Mexico
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